
13s win over on the north side [posted 28/08/13] 

The Weirs|Hillhead combined side were tonight's oppo' for the Under 13s as they completed 
their league campaign by getting played the last match cancelled earlier in the season 

because of the weather. The 13s batted first over at Hughenden and in an innings reduced to 
seventeen overs-a-side because of the fading light at this time of the season, they posted 

139. There were three retirals per the 'book, Abdullah and Aliyan [Ed: back up the order] 

both got to 30 and departed, and Uzzair - as I say, per the 'book - retired on 17. Must be a 
story there. CJ was also in the runs, making 26 before he was bowled by Khan. 139 for 2 it 

was, Abataha and Amaan the not out batters.  
 

The home team's reply never really got going in pursuit of 140 to win, early wickets setting 
the scene for what would be a near full-batting order collapse. The side ended up 40 all out, 

with only Ali, Tyagi and Khan scoring more than 1 off the bat. Khan ended up the not out 

batter, on 9, the innings' top score. As regards wicket-takers there was a "3-for" for Abataha, 
and almost as noteworthy was CJ's hat-trick of stumpings. So a good win to finish off a pretty 

good season for the 13s. And much promise to look forward to seeing develop in time. 
 

Under 11s lose to Clydesdale,.....again! [posted 28/08/13] 

The 11s suffered another defeat at the hands of the Stormtroopers from over the road this 
evening, losing twelve wickets along the way as their batting seemed to implode for the first 

time this season. It was a disappointing end to an otherwise really encouraging season 
therefore. The match details tell of the Dark Side batting first and losing only three wickets 

on their way to posting a mammoth net 136, a total that proved 121 runs more than the 
'Locsters could muster. Mind you losing those twelve wickets - equating to 60 runs - hardly 

helped! There were some bright spots though, the bowling was as ever straight and full, and 

it was only the hockey skills of Walker (40*) that saw what were pretty good deliveries sent 
down being despatched to all parts. And also in the field Moiz set a great example with 

numerous diving stops and good returns that had Dark Side batters scampering on a number 
of occasions.  

 

11s defeated at the Death Star [posted 27/08/13] 
The 11s host the Dark Side tomorrow in the league again, the second match in two days 

against said Stormtroopers. Tonight's skirmish at Toytown saw the Dark Side come out on 
top, and by 62 runs. Both sides lost only four wickets but the bigger bunting potential of 

Clydesdale's youngsters saw them rack up more runs of their bats than the 'Locsters. A 

decent game though, and though the margin of victory is wider than something reasonably 
wide, the 11s were far from outclassed, particularly bearing in mind the relative ages of both 

teams' personnel. And, of course, tomorrow's another day! [Ed: to quote a film that's older in 
years than the margin of victory was in runs!]  

 
In the 'Locsters' innings Abdul top-scored with a unbeaten 16, whilst for the Stormtroopers 
Cairns (26) and Khan (20) stood out. Cairns was also the standout bowler returning figures of 

4-1-8-1, whilst Khan - with two wickets - was the evening's biggest wicket taker. 
 

13s lose at home to Ayr [posted 26/08/13] 
The Under 13s played their rescheduled Under 13 league match against Ayr tonight at 

Shawholm. Unfortunately, and in keeping with the gloomy evening that materialised, it was a 

far from bright-and-shiny performance. Batting first the guys got off to a poor start when 
Uzzair chipped one to mid-wicket to depart for just 1 with the score on 7. Sohaib - opening 

with his big brother - was also batting cautiously, now with Rorie for company. These two 
pushed the score up to 42 at which point Sohaib departed, caught by Baines off Walker's 

bowling. 42 for 2. Rorie was still in though and he'd get to 33 - going through the 30 barrier 
with a 6! - and retire. The slow start had been offset by this stage by a good acceleration 

from Rorie, whose 33 came from 37 balls. CJ who was in at four couldn't kick things on 

though and he departed with the score on 88. And without a run being added Lewis had 
come-and-gone too, 88 for 4. Then 90 for 5, and then 94 for.....wait for it.....8! A collapse of 

gigantic proportions as Lewis's duck was matched by Abdullah and Amaan, and Joe and 



Abataha got just 2 a-piece. All out for under 100 at this point seemed likely, however a 

cameo 19 from just eleven balls from Aliyan resulted in 113 being posted.  
 

In their reply Ayr were never too far away from the required run-rate and would eventually 
get home with two overs to spare, in the near pitch darkness. In fact it was so dark when 

Lynch bunted an Uzzair delivery through "cow" that the umpires just agreed between them 

that it had probably been a 4, the ball having completely disappeared in the gloom never to 
be seen again or found! Game over, Ayr winners by six wickets. Aliyan's bowling probably 

deserves a mention notwithstanding it was in a losing cause, his figures of 4-1-11-0 reflecting 
both the unplayable nature of many of his deliveries, but also the fact that maybe too many 

weren't hitting the stumps. Well bowled nonetheless. [Ed: especially in the dark!] 
 

Hillhead sneak home [posted 16/08/13] 

With no Under 11 game tonight, attention was solely focussed on the Under 15Bs. Hillhead 
were the visitors on the night, and after Mohsi had lost the toss he informed his charges that 

they were batting first. Aliyan and CJ put on 15 for the first wicket which saw Aliyan chop one 
on to his stumps and depart for 6. Calum continued on with new partner Abtaha, adding 

another 7 before Abtaha missed one trying to pull through mid-wicket and was bowled by 

Murray for just 2. 9 runs later it was three down when Calum was dismissed "hit wicket". So 
one batter out playing on, then one out hit wicket. Lucky white heather indeed! But three 

down it was and this brought Roberto and Rorie together. These two batted well to each "get 
in", and took the score past 50. Rorie would eventually be dismissed, caught by Khan, out for 

12. Master Cathcart continued on his way however and would go on to top-score with 25 (41 
balls). He hit three 4s in a pretty good-looking knock. With some late bunting from Anbullah 

thrown in too, the eventual first innings total posted crept up to 94 for 6. Murray, who'd 

bowled Abtaha, took another to end with decent figures of 3-0-15-2. 95 to win. 
 

The run-chase ended up in an exciting finish. Eighteen overs in and opener Green was still in 
and leading his side's attempt to get across the finish line. He'd lost five partners by this point 

however as the 13B's bowlers stuck to their task and some good fielding (including good 

catches from Aliyan and Roberto) helped get rid of batters. With two overs to go, 11 runs 
were needed. Aliyan was bowling the eighteenth over. And after five balls Hillhead had lost 

two more wickets, and only 1 run had been added! 10 runs needed now from seven balls. 
New batter Mehraban was facing ball six, his first. Aliyan's delivery was "in the slot",.....and 

Mehraban despatched it for a 6 over "cow corner"! Boom. 4 needed from the last over - what 

a difference one swing of the bat makes. But there was still drama. Mehraban obviously 
wanted to get on strike and nearly ran himself out ball one of the last over. But a slight 

fumble at point saw him safely make his ground. And then two balls later it was all done-and-
dusted: Hillhead the winners by three wickets and with three balls to spare. Exciting end, 

good game. Aliyan was unlucky to end up on the losing side having - notwithstanding that 6 - 
returned bowling figures of 4-0-12-2. His catch was also a good one, if a little bizarre. Mohsi 

was the bowler and Faulds the batter. Faulds bunted the ball back at Mohsi who made a 

great attempt to grab it, moving sharply to his left. However he could only get a glancing left 
hand to it and send it roughly Aliyan's direction. Aliyan then dived to his right and took a 

really good one-handed grab inches above the turf! Great tag teaming!  
 

BIG win! [posted 13/08/13] 

The Under 13Bs were involved in a big win this evening, a young and inexperienced 
Kilmarnock side being on the wrong end of a hammering. Credit where credit's due mind you, 

both sides stuck to their respective tasks, Killie not throwing the towel in, and the 13Bs not 
letting go of their grip on the game. Batting first the visitors were restricted to 93 for 12 - a 

score you only get in "pairs" cricket! - with Ahmed-Raza grabbing a "4-for". 4 for 12 in four 
overs. A good night's work. McLaren top-scored for the visitors with an impressive net 23 that 

included five 4s, though he was dismissed once - a smart stumping by CJ off Joe's bowling. 

The overall 33 meant the 13Bs needed 34 to win. 
 



And boy did they reach their target! 254 for 1 was the whoppingly [Ed: is this a word?] large 

total they managed. The guys were assisted in no small measure by 30 wides and 29 no balls 
from their opponents, with every batter getting into double figures to boot. This despite the 

ten batters each only batting for four overs. Top scorer was CJ with 29 not out, though 
Ahmed-Raza (26*), Uzzair (23*) and Abdullah (21*) ran him close. The end equation showed 

the win was by 216 runs, big by any standard, but an enjoyable game also.  

 
Gloomy result, and weather [posted 12/08/13] 

The result at New Cambusdoon this evening was as depressing as the weather. Defeat, and 
dark, damp weather. Hmmm. And to make things worse the 18s arrived late in Alloway after 

Haider was located in KFC when he should've been at the meeting place twenty minutes 
beforehand! Result: the last car didn't leave Shawholm until around 5.45pm meaning kick-off 

in Alloway wasn't until 6.30pm. And so it was sixteen overs-a-side. A depressing start. After 

the toss Ayr were batting, Ollie losing the coin flip guessing game and Luke Speirs deciding to 
have first go. And it was Speirs who opened with Robbie Henderson, Ollie taking the new ball 

for the 18s. "Play!" And the breakthrough was made in that first over when Henderson 
tamely chipped Ollie in to the on-side and Aliyan made really good ground and took a diving 

catch. Out for a blob. This brought Elliot Speirs to the wicket and the home side's twins were 

in together. Cammy had opened the bowling with his skipper, but after his first over was 
bunted for 11 he retired to the outfield - more of which later - and Haider came into the 

attack. But, arguably, the game's pivotal moment took place before Haider had bowled his 
first ball. It was over three, and as good as Aliyan's catch had been to get rid of Henderson in 

Ollie's first over, bad would be Owais's attempt to hold on to a mis-timed off-drive by Elliot 
Speirs at extra cover. Speirs was on 11 at the time. Remember this number dear reader. But 

grassed it was. And the Speirs brothers would 37 for the second wicket before Luke 

inexplicably wandered out of his crease after playing and missing at an Ollie delivery and was 
stumped by Yash.....who was standing back! Smart thinking from Yash. This brought 

Gordon in to bat with Elliot Speirs and 48 would be added for the third wicket, and it would 
be Gordon who'd go. He was caught at fine leg by Haider who made smart ground to take a 

decent catch, making it look regulation. Now remember I said we'd get back to Cammy who 

was off in the deep? Well he was at deep backward square leg. And a couple of overs before 
younger brother Rosco snared Gordon, it was the free-scoring Speirs who'd pulled a delivery 

into the leg side.....straight at Cammy. However unlike Haider would do, Cammy made a pigs' 
ear of trying to hold on to the chance, adding insult to the injury he'd caused to his wee 
bruv's bowling figures by then standing hands on hips looking at the ball lying in the grass 

whilst the batters ran three! Ouchay!! So a second life for Speirs - he was on 38 at that point. 
He'd go on to score 64, only being dismissed on the last ball of the innings having seen his 

side past 100 and posting 107 for 5. A hefty total in just sixteen overs. 
 

7-an-over needed to win. Stiffy and Owais opening. The first two overs? 20 runs. Cracking 
start! But then things slowed. A change of bowling saw Johnstone into the attack, and the tall 

young Ayr off-spin bowler brought the control to proceedings that his skipper was looking for. 

And he took wickets. He'd take three in his four overs. First out was Elliott, though he nicked 
off to Henderson who was bowling at the other end from Johnstone. The next three wickets 

to fall - Rosco's, Cammy's and Akhil's - were the three Johnstone took. Rosco had a rush of 
blood to the head and was stumped, Cammy was beaten in the flight and was bowled 

"through the gate", and Akhil offered up a caught and bowled chance that was gratefully 

accepted. Owais was still in, though he was struggling to build any momentum and the run-
rate remained stubbornly below what was needed. It was fine, just not high enough. Five 

overs to go and 50 were needed. 9 runs came from over twelve. Good. But over thirteen saw 
Calum Henderson give up just 2 runs, and take a wicket to boot. Effectively game over. Yash 

did score 14 from just thirteen balls coming in at this point but his efforts were too little, too 
late. Unfortunately others hadn't managed to energise the innings the way he did. Owais 

would end up batting through the sixteen overs, scoring 28 from 37 deliveries, reflecting his 

struggle to break free. In fact only two boundaries were scored in the innings, a stat' that 
makes failing to chase 7-an-over all the more inevitable. The innings closed on 93 for 6. 

Defeat by 14 runs. And a frustrating evening all round. A case of what might've been: what if 



the 18s had gotten rid of Speirs on 11, or even 38? What if one of the batters had hit a few 

boundaries? What if Owais had managed to kick-on after getting in? Etc. What ifs indeed. 
 

"Kwik Cricket" action [posted 11/08/13]  
The Under 10 Blue Bat Brigade were back in crash-bang-wallop action this morning at the 

latest WDJCU "Kwik Cricket" festival, this morning at Albert Park home of Weirs CC. The 

youngsters, as usual, played three matches. Today's opposition were the home side, Weirs, 
Stenhousemuir and an Ayr|West of Scotland combined side. There were two defeats in the 

first two matches, followed by a win over the combined side. Thanks, as always, to Grant 
Cathcart for his marshalling of the Under 10s, something akin to herding goldfish!  

 
Under 15s win on the north side [posted 09/08/13] 

Akhil Ahmed's 39 at the top of the Under 15's order tonight at New Anniesland was the 

catalyst to the 15s posting 125 batting first against Glasgow Accies. He was assisted in 
posting a decent total by, firstly, Aliyan (25), before a couple of cameos from CJ (14) and 

Uzzair (17*). 125 for 6 was pretty good, not least given that at 8 for 2 early on with Beast (1) 
and Owais (7) both back in "the hutch", things looked a little bleaker than this. However Akhil 

held the front-end together, and the depth of the 15s' batting was again tested and shown to 

be capable.  
 

In reply the Accies' innings got off to as bad a start as the 15s' one had had. Actually worse! 
Try 9 for 4. Ouch!! Mohsin, Aston, Russell and Horn all despatched back to the changing 

room. What a start. But to make things worse for the home side - if that's possible! - two of 
the four wickets were by way of run out. Shambles! Owais had executed both, Aliyan having 

a hand in the other two dismissals: one bowled, one his catch. And Aliyan would enjoy a 

good night in the field. He'd end up with three catches and a run out of his own [Ed: there 
were four in total!] and returned bowling figures of 3-1-4-1. A good night's work 

remembering his important 25 after the early departures of Lewis and Owais. Oliver and Shafi 
did put on 65 for the fifth wicket, but once their partnership had been broken the Accies' 
innings again unravelled: 74 for 5 becoming 89 all out in the eighteenth over.  

 
A good win then, the margin of victory 37 runs.  

 
11s win against Accies [posted 09/08/13] 

The Under 11s' good season - league results-wise - continued this evening with another win, 

this time over Glasgow Accies. The visitors from over the Clyde batted first and, with three 
overs to go looked well set to post a really challenging score. 61 for 3, or net 46 under the 

"pairs" scoring system was pretty good. And with three overs to go a score of more than net 
50 was on the cards. However someone had obviously not told Ubaid-Raza, nor Sohaib. 

Ubaid-Raza grabbed a brace of wickets in his last - and the innings' eighteenth - over, before 
Sohaib took a hat-trick in the last over! Astonishing! Dreams of net 50 had simply been blown 

away, and the finishing total would be just net 25. What a finish. And well bowled Sobo.  

 
And just as the end of the first innings was the turning point in the first half, so the same 

part of the second determined the match's result. Chasing net 26 to win, the 11s had got off 
to the worst possible start when Abdullah somehow seemed unable to defend straight balls 

and was cleane-up no fewer than three times in his five-over batting spell with wee brother 

'Subhan. 'Subhan must've been wondering what was so tricky given he - again - finished not 
out [Ed: the wee man is yet to be dismissed,.....ever!]. So after the Ranas boys had departed 

the scoreboard showed net -1! At halfway it wasn't much better, having crawled up to just 
plus 17, and still 9 runs behind the target. James and Ubaid-Raza were the third pair, but 

unfortunately the latter became the fourth victim of the innings and when Sohaib and Abdul 
came to the middle at the start of over sixteen 7 runs were still needed to get in front of 

Accies. What wasn't needed now was a wicket! And luckily one didn't come!! Abdul and Sobo 

batted really well, and took their sides' total past net 25 and then onwards and upwards, the 
innings eventually closing on net 52, the final pairing having added a whopping 34 runs. Well 

batted those two, and another good win. But as ever things to remember and look to 



improve on: playing straight - all four wickets saw batters bowled. And, when bowling, 

there's still room for improvement and for fewer wides to be bowled.  
 

Under 13Bs in convincing win [posted 07/08/13] 
Prestwick were the visitors to Shawholm this evening on another [Ed: who'd have thought 

we'd ever have said that last season?!?] warm and sunny evening for T20 cric'. The 13Bs 

were batting first, and the Poloc 8 were up against the Prestwick 10. Pairs cricket rules. The 
13Bs' first pairing comprised the Shah brothers, both playing their second,.....sorry third (!), 

games of the day! Sohaib had been in Edinburgh at Carlton CC's "Kwik Cricket" competition, 
and Uzzair had been playing for the West District Under 12s. Anyway back to this game. The 

two looked in great nick as anything at wayward was despatched and the combo added 63 
without loss in their five-over allocation. Great start. Next in, two more brothers. This time it 

was a Malik tag-team. And after a couple of wickets went down early on, they - too - scored 

heavily, adding a net 20 runs in their five overs. So to the second ten overs. Abataha and 
Amaan added a whopping 68 in overs eleven through fifteen, both striking the ball cleanly 

and running well between the wickets, before the final pairing of Lewis and Ahmed-Raza 
plundered 36 runs in the final quarter of the innings. 207 for 4, or net 187. A good and 

challenging total.  

 
Defending big scores is always trickier than you think in pairs cricket where there are only 

eight players on the ground, however straight bowling and not gifting a bountiful amount in 
extras to the other side usually offsets this. And so it was this evening. The 13Bs conceded 

only 25 runs in extras to Prestwick's 67. A big difference. The other difference was the 
'Locster bowlers managed to take three more wickets than their Ayrshire counterparts, 

Prestwick losing seven wickets to the 13Bs' four. There are another 15 runs in the 'Locsters' 
favour. In the end, and despite 25 not out from Cole and 23 not out from Turner, the 13Bs 
cruised to the victory, winning by 99 runs as Prestwick finished 123 for 7, or net 88. Ahmed-

Raza and Uzzair were the bowlers to take more than just the one wicket, both getting two 
visiting batters out. Well played to the 13Bs then, and some really pleasing batting against 

not the worst bowling. Next Wednesday it's Kilmarnock who are the visitors in the Under 13B 

League. 
 

Under 18s stroll to home win [posted 05/08/13] 
Glasgow Accies were the visitors to Shawholm this evening on league duty. And they were 

batting first. Ollie and Haider were the 'Locsters' opening bowlers. The breakthrough was 

made early as Moir was dismissed courtesy of a good grab - at the second attempt! - by 
Roberto at short backward square-leg. 8 for 1. Accies' skipper Satpute was, however, already 

showing he was in no mood for hanging around and was scoring freely. This brought a 
change at the Burrell end with Beast replacing Ollie in the attack. And the change worked. 

After his first over cost just 2, Lewis's second over yielded the second dismissal of the 
innings. And it was the big wicket of Satpute, holing out to Stiffy on the long-on boundary - a 

good catch on the move. His third over then saw him bowl Jeen, followed by - first ball - 

Irfan. And so, suddenly, the visitors were 43 for 5, and Beast was on a hat-trick. As expected 
the field was brought in and new batter Gibson was on strike. There then followed - arguably 

- one of the poorest hat-trick deliveries in the history of cricket. A near double-bouncing half-
tracker that Gibson calmly pulled through the leg side! But the damage was done, and Lewis 

had made the inroads to the Accies' top order that had been hoped for. From this point on, 

and after Gibson nicked off to Akhil, it was the Russell brothers who batted nicely through to 
the end of their side's innings, putting on 46 in under eight overs and allowing 96 to be 

posted. 
 

97 to win. And, as in the first innings, the 18s made a great start. Mishra's first over went for 
14, and then over two, bowled by Rae, cost 10. 24 for 0 after two. A great start. Owais and 

Lewis were the two openers and they were dealing with matters perfectly sensibly, including 

the bowling of Satpute, when - out of nowhere - Lewis called Owais through for a single 
when it wasn't his shout (Owais having clipped the ball to mid-wicket) and then sent him 

back. Gibson gleefully scooped up the ball and ran Owais out, a direct hit from mid-wicket 



putting paid to any suggestion that Owais might want to review the decision. Out. 37 for 1. 

Maybe Lewis felt a tad guilty because he then followed Owais back to the pavilion 5 runs 
later, cleaned up by Satpute. 42 for 2. But this was the last of the wickets to fall, and Rosco 

and Stiffy saw the side to the win as they finished things in the twelfth over: 100 for 2.  
 

Big win for the 13s on the north side [posted 05/08/13] 

The Under 13s were in dominant form over at New Anniesland tonight, winning by the big 
margin of 127 runs. After setting their hosts 161 to win, the Under 13s then bowled Accies 
out for just 33. The challenging target had been set after the top order had all got in, and 
then cashed in. CJ missed out on retiring when he was the only batter to get out, being 

caught for 28. Uzzair - Calum's opening partner - did however reach 30 and departed, 
allowing Rorie (21*) and Aliyan (26*) to notch decent contributions too. Throw in a whopping 

53 in extras and it was 160 for 1 when the first innings closed. The reply from Glasgow Accies 

never really got going, three wickets falling in the first four overs, and only 3 runs being 
scored. Amaan was the bowler doing most damage and he'd finish with figures of 3-1-6-3. 

Abtaha, too, returned good figures from bowling three overs, her three seeing her take 2 for 
1. Also worthy of a mention in the passing is Aliyan donning the gloves. Setting his leaking 12 

runs in byes (!), he took a catch to dismiss Iqbal and stumped Qayyum off the bowling 

of.....CJ! That must be some sort of role reversal?!? A good win then, and the side continue 
to put together a good league campaign.  

 
18s just miss out [posted 04/08/13] 

It was just 3 runs in the end. 3 from 281. That was the margin of the 18s' so-near-yet-so-far 
loss in this afternoon's Frank Smith Trophy semi-final against Prestwick. The run-chase was 

143 to win after Prestwick had posted 142 batting, thanks in the main to 48 from 37 balls 

from their skipper Rao who batted at three. Aside his contribution, there was 28 from opener 
Miller who, with "Overseas Amateur" Erasmus had raced out of the traps and put on 43 in the 

first five overs. It was crash-bang-wallop stuff as Akhil, in particular, bowling from the Burrell 
End, took some tap. But order was restored when Erasmus was dismissed, caught and 

bowled by Beast. 44 for 1. The 18s then clawed back the run-rate from this point on, until 

the last few overs when it again increased as Prestwick's batters looked to accummulate as 
many as possible, safe in the knowledge they had wickets in hand. Ollie again had the best 

bowling figures, as far as economy was concerned, his five overs costing just 21. And there 
were a brace of wickets each for Lewis and Umair. 142 for 5, including 28 in extras, a total 

that had in it one of those cricketing rarities: the 5-run penalty for hitting the helmet! 

 
143 to win. Owais and Beast started the run-chase. Seven-an-over needed. And five overs in 

a decent start had been made. 23 for 0. Ten overs in - halfway - it was 54 for 1, with Lewis 
gone having been bowled by Cairns for 19 from 23 balls. Owais now in Rosco, and the run-

rate in need, now, of being upped if the guys were to get close. Overs eleven to fifteen 
yielded 56 runs - more than 11-runs-an-over - and the 18s were right back in it. 33 needed 

from five overs now, just over a-run-a-ball. Eminently do'able in this regard. Rosco had, 

however, departed, and Akhil had also some-and-gone. But Owais was still in, and batting 
well. 6 runs were scored off the first three balls of over sixteen before the fourth legitimate 

delivery saw the second caught-and-bowled of the match, and it Owais's wicket that was 
taken. Out for 53 (45 balls). 27 runs needed, 26 balls. It was still going to be close. The 

remaining part of the 18s' innings then saw a combination of wickets falling and runs being 

scored. Dots - balls where nothing happened - were all-but non-existent. As over twenty 
started 12 runs were still needed, the 18s now nine down. Four balls in and 6 runs had been 

scored. 6 needed from two. 1 from ball five. 5 to win. Then a wide! 4 to win off the last 
ball...... wicket! Prestwick win by 3 runs. Aliyan unbeaten on 13 from twelve balls. So near 

yet..... 
 

Seaside thriller [posted 02/08/13] 

Let's start at the end of this one people. There were seven bowls to be bowled and the 11s 
were behind under the pairs cricket scoring system used in the Under 11 League. Prestwick 

had sneaked ahead to net 60 to the 11's net 59 posted earlier on. Samee's the bowler and 



Jackson's the home side batter. All Jackson - and partner Tennant - had to do at this juncture 

was not get out. Alas for them, but to much hooping-and-a-hollering from the 11s, Samee's 
final delivery rearranged Jackson's timbers! Wicket! Suddenly Prestwick are behind again. 

One over to go, Sohaib the bowler. 2 runs from the first five balls then mean that Prestwick 
need 3 runs from the last ball of their innings to sneak home, 2 to draw. Then history repeats 

itself - this time with Tennant on strike. The home batter's aware that a 4 wins it, and in a 

death-or-glory moment takes on the big shot. Joyously again for the 'Locsters the final ball of 
an over is both straight and deadly. Tennant bowled, and a win by 7 runs! Great finish.  

 
And what an improvement by the Prestwick youngsters over the side that played at 

Shawholm in the earlier league between the sides this season. Whereas by contrast the 11s 
had batted poorly by their 2013 standards, losing five wickets - four in one pairing! - to end 

up posted just net 59. Then some wayward bowling - again uncharacteristically for season 

2013 - added to a display of wicket-keeping that could make a good advert' for either Teflon 
or wooden statute makers to see the 11s let Prestwick get much closer than maybe they 

should've got. But take nothing away from Prestwick, their batting in particular being so 
much improved a month or so on. And it was really unlucky for the last pairing of Jackson 

and Tennant who'd come to the middle with the score on only net 27, and needing 60 to win. 

They batted - including running between the wickets - really positively.  
 

But another win, if only just, and the 11s' good season continues. Let's just hope that Abdul 
gets some stickier gloves, and legs that move, in time for next week's visit of Glasgow Accies! 

 
Ton up for Owais [posted 02/08/13] 

100s, as we know, are rarities in all forms of cricket, but maybe more so in junior cricket, and 

particularly so in T20 junior cricket. In fact since we've been collated detailed stat's - since 
season 2003 - we've only seen six in well over 500 junior games played. They are, therefore, 

quite literally - and pardon the pun! - one-in-a-hundred events! And tonight we saw one. In 
fact we nearly saw two! The century that was scored was made by Owais as he racked up 

120 not out in tonight's home Under 15 league match against Prestwick, and the one that 

wasn't quite was Lewis's unbeaten 90 in a mammoth partnership of 232 between the two. 
And so both find themselves well up the junior honours board tonight.  

 
The game itself - aside the two individual scores - saw 238 for 1 posted by the 15s batting 

first, Akhil the unlucky batter to be the one who got out, the total on 6 when he was bowled. 

After this it was the James:Shah Show. Both batters put away the bad balls well, and as 
you'd imagine dear reader given the eventual total, the bowling figures weren't pretty.  

 
In reply, the Prestwick guys dug in, but never really got any momentum going. They lost four 

wickets in their innings, James Miller top-scoring with an unbeaten 29. Ironically earlier this 
season Clydesdale's Adil Ghaffar had scored a century against Prestwick in a game that then 

saw Miller again top-score in the Prestwick reply,.....that night with a century of his own! But 

though he batted well again this evening, his 29 not out - batting through the innings - 
wasn't ever going to be enough. The margin of victory was a whopping 273 runs when the 

second innings closed. All ten of the 15s' players not wearing wicket-keeping gloves got a 
bowl in the innings too, Hamza, Rorie and Akhil getting wickets, with Akhil also running out 

opener Young. 

  
Dark, damp but undaunted [posted 31/07/13] 

The Under 15Bs were up at Stenhousemuir this evening on league duty, and in a competitive 
match - right up until late on - the side pulled off the win.  Batting first Aliyan and Umair set 

a good platform for their side, putting on 65 for the first wicket.  That first wicket was 
Umair's, who departed for 15 having missed a Morton delivery and getting cleaned up.  Aliyan 

would bat on though and looked set for a maiden half-century - and his name on the junior 

honours board - when he slipped mid-wicket after a change of minds between him and new 
partner CJ and was run out.  45.  Unlucky, but - hey - that's cricket!  CJ would end up 

second-top scorer with 21 as he and the rest of the middle order scurried away in the last 



few overs and pushed the total into three figures, and up to 118 by the end of the twenty-

over allocation.  118 for 5.  Pretty good in the conditions, and almost exactly the run-a-ball 
target that'd been set pre-match. 

  
The home side's run-chase - needing 119 to win - started well.  Wickets did fall, but by 

halfway they were scoring at pretty much exactly the 6-an-over they needed to secure the 

win.  But then Umair stepped in.  And three wickets in three balls - the proverbial hat-trick - 
changed everything.  And to make it even more dramatic the three wickets fell on the last 

two balls of his second over and the first of his third.  Needless to say much of the over in 
between was spent by the Master Amin's team-mates trying to talk skipper Abtaha in to not 
giving Umair another over!  Umair would eventually end up with a "4-for" - 4 for 5 in three 
overs - as the home side's run-chase simply fizzled out after his three-on-three burst.  And a 

look at the Stennie 'card maybe tells a story.  76 all out, all bar two wickets to fall coming by 

way of the batter getting bowled, the other two both stone-wall LBWs.  Also needless to say, 
the apparent inability of the home side's batters to play bolt-straight deliveries was 

commented on by stand-in 'keeper-on-the-night Beast, who after suggesting just this to the 
departing Master Gardiner was invited to lock a vehicle - or at least from 22 yards away it 

sounded like "Why don't you just shut the truck up"?  Strange request..... 

  
Back-to-back wins [posted 29/07/13]  

Tonight saw the 13Bs complete a double over their East Kilbride counterparts having 
defeated the same opposition last week.  Tonight's winning margin was also pretty large, the 

guys winning by 96 runs (under the pairs cricket scoring system).  Unlike the Under 11s - 
who win by not getting out before then bowling straight - this win was secured by the side 

actually scoring pretty heavily with those wooden bats they hold.  Both sides lost eight 

wickets, but the 13Bs were far more adept at running the singles and twos, and getting the 
wee red sphere over the boundary rope.  And there was, in fact, a rope as the game was 

played on the same wicket as the WDCU Centurions versus Singapore University game had 
been earlier in the afternoon.  BIG boundaries for wee cricketers.  

  

East Kilbride batted first and made net 22, Ahmed-Raza and Amaan both picking up a couple 
of the eight wickets to fall, each.  Then when it was their turn to bat, there were "not outs" 

for Uzzair, Rorie and Ahmed-Raza.  And assisted by a whopping 46 in wides - 19 more than 
the 13Bs had gifted - the side cruised to the win, 96 runs - as mentioned - the margin of 

victory.  

  
Bad to worse [posted 29/07/13] 

The 18s' league gets - arguably - worse the longer it goes on.  With experienced players still 
elsewhere [Ed: what's that all about, it's the cricket season!] the side slumped to another 

defeat, this time at Whitehaugh.  The home side - in this instance a combined XI comprising 
those near-neighbours Kelburne and.....Greenock (!) - batted first and, led by an unbeaten 71 

from Lucas Farndale, they posted 127 having lost six wickets along the way.  As has often 

been the case this season, Ollie led from the from with the ball, the skipper this week picking 
up a brace of wickets early on, getting rid of opener Gilmour (6) and number three Bryson 

(4).  However Farndale wasn't to be removed, and helped by 21 from Jak O'Connell, he 
batted through for his sheriff's badge.  71*  127 isn't terrible if you're the bowling side, 

though Akhil (2-0-19-0) will likely not want his figures published.  Oops, sorry, too late!    

  
128 to win.  Surely #Toffee?  Eh, nope.  40 for 3 with the top order removed didn't bode 

well.  Beast (9) and Rosco (1) both gone cheaply, with Owais, and then Akhil, only getting 
into the mid-teens.  Fortunately Disk bunted a few - including a maximum - but his 24 was 

never going to be enough, and he departed - like those who'd come before him - way too 
quickly to really threaten to win this game for his side.  In the end the side was bundled out 

for a fairly embarrassing 103, with nine balls unused.  And, here's the best bit, with O'Connell 

- the home side's 'keeper - having grabbed a "3-for" after one of those marginally village 
change the 'keeper events midway through the 'Locsters' reply.  Defeat by 24 runs and the 

side now in the bottom three in the table.  



  

Next up it's the Frank Smith Finals Day on Sunday - and let's hope for some marked 
imrovement. 

  
11s continue strong season [posted 26/07/13] 

It really is hard to believe that the same guys who didn't win a game in the Under 11 league 

last year are now virtually unbeatable this.  And all will still be playing 11s next season!  
Tonight was another illustration of the improvement.  And the wins - as tonight - have 

centered on doing the basics of batting and bowling well.  The result?  Few wickets lost - key 
in pairs cricket - tonight only two, and then straight bowling with as few wides and no balls 

being bowled as possible.  
  

After the toss tonight, the visiting skipper opted to bowl first.  The Rana boys were the 11s' 

first pairing and they did their job, not losing any wickets whilst collecting a few runs and 
providing the base upon which the following pairings could build.  And the second pair of 

Hassaan and Moiz did nearly as well, only Moiz getting dismissed as he missed a straight 
one.  Still one wicket down in ten overs was a decent start.  The third pair - Ubaid-Raza and 

skipper Samee - replicated Moiz's and Hassaan's effort, adding runs but seeing one wicket fall 

in their five-over spell in the middle.  This left Sohaib and Abdul to rack up runs, remaining 
undefeated, in the last five overs.  The final net total of 90 was a stiff target.  

  
And it was stiff enough to see the 11s secure the win in the second half, East Kilbride losing 

thirteen wickets on their way to scoring just net 30.  There was some good bunting at the 
end by final pairing McIntyre and Kiely, but they'd been left too much to do by the guys in 

before them, ten wickets having lost before they got to the middle.  The wickets were shared 

around, with a couple of run outs thrown in.  And Abdul's 'keeping continued to show 
improvement, Master Malik executing another couple of stumpings.  But maybe the pick of 

the second half action was Moiz's holding on to a steepler of a catch at cover.  A top catch!  
Well held!! 

  

13Bs back in action with a win [posted 24/07/13] 
The Under 13Bs entertained East Kilbride at home this evening in their latest league match.  

Skipper Lewis Macdonald won the toss and chose to bat first.  And with only three wickets 
falling, and 159 runs being accummulated by the four batting pairings this certainly looked 

like the right choice at half time.  The three wickets to fall were more than offset by the runs 

scored, the guys scoring freely against reasonable bowling.  Five batters ended with net 
scores in double figures, Abdullah top-scoring with net 22 (out once), and just pipping Amaan 

(21*) for this honour.  As well as the twenty boundary 4s that were scored - Moiz Maqsood 
hitting the best of these when he carressed an extra cover drive to the rope - there was also 

decent running between the wickets, and calling on show.  
  

Then, in the second half the guys bowled and fielded well to make it truly a game of [a good] 

two halves.  The eight wickets that fell as East Kilbride were restricted to net 65 included 
three run outs, with Joe's prodigious leggies seeing him take a couple of wickets.  There was 

also some good catching by the 'Locsters, Lewis setting the standard as skipper with two 
good grabs.  So all in all a really good, and encouraging performance, on another warm and 

sunny evening.  

  
Run fest! [posted 22/07/13] 

There were more than 300 runs scored tonight in the 18s' match against Ferguslie.  Sadly 
however, most by the visitors.  163 for 3 beat 141 for 7 in the final analysis, with the best 

efforts of Owais (44), Rosco (31) and Beast (21) just not enough to chase down the monster 
target set by the guys from Meikleriggs.  

  

Both sides were minus a few regulars, with English and Darroch AWOL for the Feegie, and 
the 18s missing Stouty, Stiffy and Ishrith.  Probably pretty evenly matched then!  Didn't seem 

so though with the visitors racing along from the start, the 18s hampered by balls getting 



through gaps in the field, and - at least in the case of Preston-Jones who went on to score 41 

for his side - a dropped catch by Disk early on giving him a life.  He'd eventually be stumped 
by Yash off Beast's bowling.  Also in the runs - again against a Poloc junior side - was 

Taimoor Ahmed.  He'd score a half century before being trapped LBW by Rosco.  And it was 
Rosco who picked up the only other wicket to fall, that of Hamza Tahir, for a cameo 27 from 

ten balls.  In fact Tahir arguably, and effectively in hindsight, won the game for his team 

when he hit two 4s and two 6s in over eighteen, off Disk.  These 20 runs proved pretty 
decisive as it turned out with the margin of Ferguslie's victory being 22 runs.  

  
164 to win then.  60 for 0 after nine was, therefore, a pretty good start, with Beast and 

Owais both motoring along nicely and the Feegie opening bowlers - Hamza Tahir, Kennedy 
and Wheeler - all proving expensive.  Lewis's departure with the score of 62 didn't slow 

things down either, Rosco's arrival seeing the run-rate up, rather than fall.  He smashed a 

rapid 31 from just seventeen basll before falling to a smart caught and bowled by Preston-
Jones who'd intelligently followed up a slower ball with a second slower delivery, deceiving 

Ross in so-doing.  115 for 2 in the fifteenth over.  Still the remarkable win was on.  However 
Haroon Tahir's introduction to proceeding changed everything.  After a first over cost 12 

runs, his second - over sixteen - went for just 5 runs, and then he restricted the 18s to just 3 

runs in over eighteen.  Wickets had also started falling as the run-rate required continued to 
rise and batters took more risks.  One of those to perish was Owais, who'd top-scored with 

44 (52 balls) and had been run out.  Over twenty started with 25 needed to win, but petered 
out from a Poloc perspective as Tahir took three more wickets and 2 runs were added.  

Defeat by 22 runs.  Nearly a record run-chase; in the end simply a pipe-dream, and 
memories of the poor bowling in the first likely staying longer in the memory.   

  

Same old, same old [posted 22/07/13] 
Methinks I could've written this match report pre-match and saved myself another late night 

in front of the typewriter,.....okay, laptop.  West of Scotland Under 13s are restricted to a 
below-par score, and way less than they normally bunt, and then the 'Locster 13s forget that 

you can't score runs against half-decent bowling by blocking and waiting for 4 balls.  Same 

again this evening.  West posted 108 for 7 batting first with only Guy, with 30 retired, really 
having gotten in.  The West talisman McCallum went cheaply - this after being given a couple 

of lives - and the rest of the much-vaunted batting line up just chipped in here and there.  
For the 13s Aliyan grabbed a couple of scalps, but his economy was as bad as the Greek one, 

with only Kess and Uzzair being able to apply any sort of restriction on the run-rate.  Not that 

it was out of control - eventually being just under 5.5 - rather that it was never really 
throttled.  108 for 3 it was.  109 to win.  #Toffee?  Any, no.  

  
After Abdullah went for 1 (from six balls) with the score on just 13, Kess and Uzzair really just 

got stuck.  In the face of perfectly respectable bowling from the West openers, the two just 
couldn't get off strike.  Overs four and five were both maidens.  And then overs seven and 

eight only saw two balls scored from.  In fact, of the 55 balls between Abdullah's wicket 

being the first to fall, and Uzzair being second out in the twelfth over, no fewr than 42 (yes, 
forty-two!) were dot balls.  That's the equivalent of a whopping six maiden overs!  No 

surprise, therefore, that when Uzzair departed, the guys were behind the eight ball as 
regards keeping up with the required run-rate, 69 runs still being needed from - at that 

juncture - 8.2 overs.  A tough ask.  Kess and Uzzair had put a lot of pressure onto their 

middle order and tail, and though there were runs added thereafter at nearly a-run-a-ball, it 
was too little too late.  81 for 6 was the final score, and a loss by 27 runs.  And, in many 

ways, and as usual in games thus far between these two groups of players, the 'Locsters' 
apparent inability to rotate the strike against better bowling, and the lack of a game plan 

when chasing, is cruelly exposed.  There's always next season.....  
  

Back to winning ways [posted 19/07/13] 

Last time out - a fortnight ago - the 11s' tremendous league run came to a shuddering halt 
with defeat to Ayr.  However a bye week seems to have done the guys no harm and tonight 

saw them bounce back to winning ways with victory in the derby at Albert Park.  And talk of 



Albert Park readers should prompt comment that it is really good to see how well the old 

place is looking after the horrendous problems encountered by Weirs with flooding earlier this 
year.  Credit to the guys who've put in the hard work to bring the ground back.  To tonight's 

game though: it was a four-player strong home side that greeted the 11s upon arrival, 
holidays and call offs impacting Neil Greenwood's valiant efforts to get a game in for his 

charges.  And so after a quick confab it was agreed the Weirs Four would bat in two pairs for 

ten overs each, before then bowling in rotation for twenty overs with the 'Locsters providing 
additional fielders.  Simple solution.  

  
The first half then, once started, saw the home side score 101 runs for the loss of nine 

wickets meaning the net total posted under the pairs cricket scoring system was 56.  57 to 
win.  For the 11s, everyone bar 'keeper Abdul was bowling as they have to, and everyone got 

a couple of overs in in fact as skipper-on-the-night Abdullah Rana rotated his bowlers well.  

In the field there was commendable effort in still pretty hot weather, and taking into account 
a few of the 11s were fasting.  Nabeel took a smart catch off his own bowling and there were 

two good stumpings from Abdul, as well as a run out executed by Sohaib.  All action, and 
everyone contributing.  

  

The run-chase in the second innings started with the Rana brothers, followed by Samee and 
Nabeel.  The good news was that - though three wickets fell in these first ten overs - the 

guys were still "in the hunt" when the third pairing of Hassaan and Moiz strode out.  And it 
would be this pair who swung the pendulum in their side's favour.  Hassaan hit a career-best 

19 not out, and - along with Moiz - didn't get dismissed.  This then left Sohaib and Abdul the 
apparently simple task of scoring 16 runs from the side's final five-over allocation.  Hopefully 

also losing a wicket.  And this they achieved, the pair guiding the team to net 63.  A win by 7 

runs.  Well played guys.  
 

Under 13s beat Prestwick [posted 15/07/13] 
The 13s played Prestwick earlier in the season and won comfortable.  Tonight's match was a 

little different as a poorish bowling displaying, added to a good knock of 30 not out from the 

visiting skipper and sub-par fielding saw the 13s allow Prestwick to post 106 batting first.  
This said, Aliyan (4-0-12-2) bowled reasonably well, and with good pace, and troubled all the 

batters.  The same couldn't be said for all the others, 18 runs being gifted in wides and 4 in 
no balls.  In their run-chase the 13s lost Rorie pretty early on, tamely chipping a Cole delivery 

to Rao having made 6.  But Kess and Uzzair put on 66 together to steer the ship along the 

right course, their partnership only being broken when Uzzair retired having passed 30.  Kess 
wouldn't quite get to 30 and have to retire however, being bowled by Rao.  Then the same 

bowler trapped Aliyan in front for a duck leaving Lewis and Abdullah to see the side home 
with an unbeaten 5 and 6 respectively.  The win came in the seventeenth over and was by 

the margin of seven wickets, and ensures the 13s' unbeaten league run continues.  
  

Inexperienced 18s lose at the Death Star [posted 15/07/13] 

The 18s were missing a few of their more experienced campaigners when they made the trip 
to Toytown to take on their Dark Side counterparts.  Stiffy and Rosco are down south, Ish' is 

offski somewhere and Beast is on holiday.  That said the Dark Side were missing a few Storm 
Troopers too, Messrs. Hill and Awan being conspicuous by their absences.  So, arguably, the 

sides were equally affected by unavailabilities.  After winning the toss, Ollie decide to insert 

the home side and, after a steady start of 25 from seven overs, he made the breakthrough 
himself getting rid of Ghaffar for just 10.  This was due reward for a tight spell of bowling 

that'd see him set the standard as regards economy and go on to return figures of 4-0-14-2.  
His second wicket, and the side's, saw him clean up Selby for a duck.  But after Ollie was out 

of the attack the economy rates all headed north.  Akhil, who'd opened with Ollie, returned 
decent-enough figures of 4-0-18-0, but after that Disk, Haider and Owais weren't so 

economic: their respective four overs costing 33, 30 and 36.  Cammy did pick up two wickets, 

and Owais one, but this didn't really slow down the total's rise.  132 for 5 was the final score, 
the winner of Poloc CC's "Bowler of the Year Award, 2014" top-scoring with 60 with the bat.  

  



133 to win.  5 for 2.  Yup, you read it right dear reader: 5 for 2.  Not a great start.  Owais 

and Akhil both done, both cleaned up by Tung.  37 for 3 was, therefore, indicative of some 
sort of fight-back, but when the third wicket fell - Stouty for 24 - unfortunately it was already 

into the ninth over.  Luckily for the final margin of victory, the Dark Side then decided to bowl 
nearly everyone bar their 'keeper, and after nine bowlers had rolled their arms over the total 

was somehow 100.  Disk (11) and Akbar (11) at least got to double figures, but bar these 

two it wasn't pretty.  Defeat by 32 runs.  Comprehensive.  
  

15s bounce-back with win against West [posted 12/07/13] 
With the holiday season in full flow there were more changes to the 15s' side tonight.  There 

were no James, no Cathcart, no Taylor, no Sajjad, etc.  However the good news is that the 
guys who came in did the business and a win over West of Scotland was secured.  The win 

was set up by a big first innings total being posted batting first, the 164 total including an 

unbeaten 83 from Owais who'd opened with Akhil.  Akhil himself had looked in decent 
enough nick until he was dismissed courtesy of a really good, on-handed, overhead grab by 

West skipper Ewing off his own bowling.  After Akhil's dismissal Uzzair and Owais put on 52 
before the former was trapped leg-before by Coats.  89 for 2.  There were then a couple of 

smaller partnerships of 25 and 36 between Owais and Adil, and Owais and Aliyan, before a 

late clatter of wickets saw the guys finish six down.  165 to win. 
  

The West reply started well,.....for them!  Akhil's first over went for 20!  Boom!  But then 
disaster for the visitors as a running mix up between Coats and Ewing saw the former run out 

by Aliyan at the non-striker's end.  29 for 1.  20 was then added by Fitzgerald and Ewing 
before Fitzgerald fell to a really smart catch at mid-on by Ahmed-Raza, the West number 

three drilling a drive straight at the wee man which he did really well to hand on to.  And 

then just as new batter Choudary was beginning to get into his stride and offer Ewing more 
support, it was the West skipper who was dismissed.  Akhil it was, this time, who would 

excute the dismissal, and by way of another top-drawer catch.  Ewing mis-hit an aerial drive 
through mid-off, and Akhil - back-peddling - held on to a good overhead catch to send the 

West's opener on his way.  62 for 3 in the eleventh.  Ewing's departure took the wind out of 

the sails of the visitors' run-chase and though Choudary chaperoned the rest of the batting 
line-up before ending up as the not out batter, getting past the 15s' total was never really 

on.  
  

So a win for the 15s, and on another magnificent night, weather-wise.  And this was 

important after the back-to-back losses to Ayr last week. 
  

13Bs lose to Ayr [posted 10/07/13] 
After the 15s and 11s both came out on the wrong side in their matches against Ayr last 

week, it was the Under 13B's turn to take on their counterparts from New Cambusdoon 
tonight.  But the bad news is that we're now none for three!  Under the pairs cricket scoring 

system, the margin of defeat was a whopping 67 runs as the 'Locsters struggled to chase a 

net 142 to win batting second.  They finished just net 74 (114 for 8 in "old money").  And the 
reason they were chasing such a big score was due in the main to the big hitting of the oppo' 

batters across a lightning-fast outfield.  Baines top-scored with an unbeaten 31, whilst there 
were good contributions from Davidson (net 24) and Harry Lynch (net 18).  For the 13Bs all 

the bowlers took some tap, Ayr scoring 186 for 9, producing their net 141.  A big score.  

  
The run-chase - which needed the guys to go at seven-an-over - started well enough with 20 

being scored from the first three overs - Abdullah and Sohaib at the crease.  But over four 
saw the runs dry up, and then the first wicket fell.  And wickets kept falling, which boundaries 

were much fewer and further between.  These two features, allied to the Ayr bowlers bowling 
loads more wides than accrue only the 1 run and aren't re-bowled, resulted in the required 

run-rate climbing over after over.  28 wides were bowled in total, compared the 13Bs only 

bowling eight.  And that means 28 balls - or nearly five overs, or a quarter of the 'Locster 
innings - that could only ever see 1 run scored of each.  Frustrating.  But in the end the 

batters just didn't get enough balls away, and could get any real momentum going.  Rorie - 



out once - top-scored with a net 18, with Sohaib chipping in with an unbeaten 15 and Joe 

with 11 not out.  
  

The answer's "no" [posted 05/07/13] 
So, what was the question?  The question was whether, having lost heavily and done much 

to self-inflict the loss, 24 hours earlier, the 15s - back at Ayr in the league - would learn from 

the error of their ways?  The answer?  "No".  Another heavy defeat, and again much of the 
cause lies at the feet of the 'Loc players themselves.  There were two changes to the 15s' 

side with Roberto and Adil not available, Humza and Sabahath coming in.  Ayr, too, had 
made changes to their side.  The other change was that the 'Locsters would bat second, Ayr's 

skipper Khan deciding to have "first go".  
  

The Ayr openers Craig and Khan put on 63 for the first wicket, again in the face of indifferent 

and inconsistent bowling.  Their partnership was eventually broken when Kess induced Craig 
to drive him uppishly to short extra cover where Akhil held on to the catch.  63 for 1.  But the 

first wicket should've fallen much earlier than this, Khan nicking off twice to Akhil, only for 
him to get a life both times.  The first time he nicked it, CJ could only get a right glove on the 

ball, the second time CJ held on, but Akhil had committed the unforgivable crime of bowling a 

no ball.  Not out,.....and a free hit!  The breakthrough did though come, and - as often 
happens - one wicket brought more.  Kess added two more scalps as he bowled both Khan 

(27) and Cooper (4) to reduce Ayr to 72 for 3.  Maybe the guys were back in it?  Well not 
really as more poor fielding (in particular) kept gifting the home side runs.  There was even a 

5 runs, when Akhil dropped a catch at extra cover, missed with the run out throw to the 
'keeper's end, ans no-one was at home backing up and the ball raced to the boundary.  Oh 

dear.  There were other missed catching chances too: Ahmed-Raza watched one go by him at 

mid-off, and Kess looked like he didn't fancy a skier out at "cow", asserting the big yellow ball 
in the sky was in his eyes!  133 for 3 was the final scoreboard total when the twenty overs 

had been completed, no further wickets falling after Kess's three-wicket burst.  His figures - 
4-0-10-3 - was the standout bowling return, the others (bar maybe Akhil) being too 

expensive.  

  
On Thursday the 15s, batting first, had posted 117 for 1.  This meant chasing 133, though far 

from easy, wasn't impossible.  83 all out then, and failing to use all their overs, wasn't really 
that clever therefore.  Only three batters got in to double figures, Beast, Uzzair and Aliyan, 

but none of these three got to 20 as wickets fell at regular intervals, and were shared around 

six players, notwithstanding the shambolic run out between Ayub and Uzzair that saw the 
former depart.  A comprehensive win then for Ayr who look a decent-enough side, but are far 

from unbeatable.  However the 15s will lose to such good all-round teams every time if the 
basics aren't done better, there's not greater intensity and enthusiasm in the field and the 

bowlers can't bowl more consistent lines and lengths.  As we say often enough on this page: 
time will tell.  

  

Very young 11s lose to Ayr [posted 05/0713] 
With a few of the regular Under 11s unavailable due to holidays there were three hardball 

debuts for three of the club's youngest juniors tonight in the home league match against 
Ayr.  The Rana brothers made their entrances, as did Mikey Tomkins.  And all three 

performed creditably against good opposition, and up against one of the standout Under 11s 

in the west.  Ayr's Richie Simpson's the player in question, and when you consider that his 
side's win this evening was by 30 runs and Simpson made an unbeaten 35 - noting the next 

highest individual score was just 7! - the part he played comes in to focus.  And it was Ayr 
who'd batted first and posted 98 for 7 (net 63 under the pairs scoring system), that innings 

from Simpson being the standout knock.  For the 11s, Samee took 2 for13 in his four overs, 
and there first bowling spells for Abdullsubhah and Mikey, with Abdullah keeping wicket.  

Mikey will, in particular, be pleased with his bowling, his two overs costing just 3 runs.  

  
The 11s inning saw the Rana brothers open as the first pair, losing only one wicket in the first 

five overs.  Mikey and Nabeel were next in, the latter again being undefeated.  And Hassaan 



and Ubaid-Raza, and then Sohaib and Samee, brought up the rear batting as combos in the 

final two batting pairs of the night.  In all, six wickets were lost, one less than Ayr had lost, 
but none of the 11s' batters managed to score anything like as freely as Simpson had done.  

  
So defeat, but pluses certainly: three new juniors playing their first hardball games, the side 

bowling exactly half as many wides as Ayr did (11 runs conceded compared to Ayr's 22), and 

the bowling from Samee and Hassaan, and Mikey on debut.  
  

15s come a cropper! [posted 04/07/13] 
In a busy week for junior cricket the Under 15s made the first of two (!) long journeys in 24 

hours to Alloway tonight to face Ayr, this evening in the Scottish Cup.  And after suffering a 
heavy defeat this time round, let's hope that Friday night's sojourn to the coast sees a better 

outcome.  The 15s batted first on a pleasant evening, albeit after arriving late after another 

instance of Kess Time.  Throw in A77 roadworks and the guys didn't all get to New 
Cambusdoon until nearly 6.30pm.  No worries - plenty light and it was still twenty overs-a-

side.  The 15s batted first.  It was a Shah combo that took to the middle first up, Uzzair and 
Owais starting cautiously, not losing a wicket which was a plus, but not really showing intent 

as regards singles in the early overs, which was a negative.  15 for 0 after six overs would be 

filed in the "cautious start" folder.  However the next four overs saw 30 added as the Ayr 
change bowlers took a bit of tap, and bad balls were punished.  45 for o after ten, halfway, 

and an okay base if the team kicked on from there.  The next two overs yielded a further 18 
runs as the run-rate ticked up - a nice acceleration from the batters and, at 63 for 0 after 

twelve overs - it looked like a defendable total could be achieved.  But then a wicket.  Uzzair 
bowled by Jefferson for 21 (37 balls), and replaced by skipper, Beast.  Lewis started brightly, 

brought further impetus to the innings, and would go on to score 22 at more than a-run-a-

ball.   Owais, meanwhile, had progressed to his half century and his forced retirement under 
the cup rules saw Akhil join Lewis at the crease with just a couple of overs to go.  Akhil, like 

Lewis, was busy enough in his short stay, finishing 8 not out (from nine balls) as the side 
eventually posted 117 for 1 in their allotted twenty overs.  Defendable, certainly, unbeatable, 

certainly not.  What was needed was good, tight, bowling, and committed and good 

fielding..... 
  

Three wides, therefore, in the first two overs didn't help set the tone for what was needed 
from the 15s!  12 for 0 after two, and the home side up-and-running.  Akhil's second - and 

the inning's third - over then going for 10 runs, including the obligatory wide, simply added to 

the momentum swing in the Ayr side's favour too.  The bowling was "all over the shop", with 
too many half-trackers simply being caned to the boundary.  Spin forward two more overs 

and the boundary count was now five and the wide count four.  Ouchay!  43 for 0.  And this 
after Ahmed-Raza had tried his luck with the ball, only to be bunted for 14 off his first - and 

only - over of the night.  Time for a bowling change,.....or two.  Next up were Beast and 
Uzzair.  But things got no better!  By over nine - after two overs each from the skipper and 

Shah the Younger, the total was now 78 for 1.  The "1" had been Cooper being trapped 

LBW by Uzzair for 12.  The four overs from the latest 15s bowlers had seen a further six 
wides, and six no balls, with four 4s thrown in for good measure.  Cooper's opening partner 

Craig was having a rare ol' time too: he'd eventually thump seven 4s in his 40 (26 balls), an 
innings only ended when he missed a slower, flighted, delivery from Lewis.  But the openers' 

departures did little to the run-rate, replacements Henderson (19 from sixteen balls) and 

Davidson (25 not out from sixteen balls) simply carrying on in the same vein as Craig had 
been in.  Needless to say, the 118 target was passed with ease, and with more than five 

overs to spare.  Of the seven bowlers tried only one went at less than 6-an-over, and none 
were assisted by the fielding effort which was below par into the bargain.  Overall then a 

second innings to forget.  
  

Post-match thoughts wondered whether another 15 or 20 runs might've helped?  But, as the 

skipper himself said, if the 15s bowl and field like tonight, again, they could've scored 
180,.....and still lost! 

  



A recurring theme [posted 01/07/13] 

A few weeks back the 'Locster 18s threw away league points as a result of "having a shocker" 
against the East Kilbride|Uddingston combo team.  Then last Monday they threw away the 

win, eventually getting a tie, against West of Scotland.  And tonight?  Well tonight they 
plumbed new depths with a lackadasical display at home against Renfrew Under 18s that saw 

them slump to another league defeat.  In fact only the fourth time in nine years that Renfrew 

has come out on top in a league encounter against the club.  
  

And yet the seeds of defeat weren't immediately obvious.  Batting first the side posted 121 
for 2 which sounds fine.  But with only two wickets down it's maybe not too harsh to suggest 

121 wasn't really enough, a thought brought into greater focus when considering only 28 
runs were added in the last five overs after the guys had been 93 for 1 after fifteen overs.  

Less than a run-a-ball when you've got batters in, and one who batted 'til the end, isn't really 

evidencing the kind of urgency that's needed.  Ten of the final 30 balls were dots!  We've 
also mused before in these reports that the 18s' bowling attack - and the new league playing 

condition limiting bowlers to four overs each - really means that scoring 140 has to be the 
aim if batting first.  Stiffy top-scored for the record, his 46, opening the batting, coming from 

43 balls; and Beast added 33 from 43 balls at three.  Owais, who'd opened with Elliott against 

his old club, made 19 (31 balls).  
  

The Renfrew reply was going nowhere really it has to be said until the tenth over.  The 
scoreboard read 44 for 1 after nine and everything seemed under control.  Under control that 

is until Stiffy bowled over ten.  Three 6s, a 4, a no ball and wide!  Ouchay!  26 from it and 
suddenly the visitors were 70 for 1 after ten, and cruising.  And when 11 runs came off over 

twelve Renfrew needed only 34 more runs from eight overs.  And they coasted home from 

there, winning in the nineteenth over as the 18s simply imploded, bowling and fielding being 
south of rotten.  Skipper Ollie and Akhil are exempted from the poor bowling assessment, 

their combined eight overs costing just 35, a total Elliott managed to ship in just fifteen 
legitimate deliveries!  Beast and Owais were also expensive, going at 6s.  So, defeat number 

three in the league, and - genuinely - two of them self-inflicted.  Lob in the tie at West last 

week and this is turning out to be a team with strong shoulders, strong enough to prop up 
most of the league's other Under 18 sides who now sit on top of them in the table!   Of 

course there were some experienced campaigners missing in the shapes of Rosco, Stouty, 
Disk and Ishrith, but there was still more than enough ability on parade to have secured the 

win.  As ever when this happens the question we leave you with dear reader is: will the 

lessons be learned?  
  

13s win at the death! [posted 01/07/13] 
Some reports are good to right.  And this one's.....one of them!  Beating the Death Star's 
Storm Troopers - no matter the occasion, or their age - is good fun, beating them with a ball 
to spare and having scored 50 from 30 balls to do so, well, if Carlsberg did run-chases.....    

  

And so it was at Toytown this evening when Abdullah spear-headed the kind of acceleration 
in run-rate normally associated only with the Indian cric' we get on that quirky satellite 

channel!  His 17 from just balls (including two 6s and a 4), batting at six, was a savage attack 
on what had been, until his arrival, the perfectly economic bowling of the home side.  

However 50 it was from thos 30 balls and the win was the 'Loc's.  Before these firworks 

there'd also been a nice-compiled 31 from Uzzair that saw him retire, and a couple of cameos 
from Rorie (a steady 19) and Aliyan (a buntalicious 13 from six balls).  CJ had gone for a 

duck and Kess had done the same and so these contributions were really important.  The 
home side contributed to their own downfall too: 41 extras compared to the 13s' 20 was 

ultimately crucial, importantly the wide|no ball comparison being 28 to 17 - there's 11 runs 
there, surely the difference between a Dark Side win, instead of the triumph by the Rebel 
Alliance. 

  
In the first innings, Aliyan and Kess had bowled well to restrict Clydesdale to 122, their eight 

overs costing just 30.  However others weren't so frugal, and bowling nine bowlers always 



runs the risk that some aren't in form on the night.  The Shah boys will likely think 

themselves in this category, their three overs going for 33!  But ultimately it didn't matter - 
not at least as far as this southside skirmish was concerned!  a good win, albeith in unlikely 

fashion when it looked improbable.  Well done to - particularly - Abdullah for believing it was 
still on, and maybe the merits of those tiddlywinks boundaries might be rethought?  #ABC 

  

Kwik Cricket news [posted 30/06/13] 
Grant Cathcart's Under 10 Kwik Cricketers were in the West End this morning Hillhead hosting 

the latest WDJCU Under 10 festival.  Here's his report: "Another successful morning with 
biting wind and rain failing to dampen the enthusiasm and noise levels from the magnificent 

seven.  Yet again the suncream was used only to weigh down the wicket.  With Suban and 
Musa Rana lowering the average age to nearer seven, all the boys had to play well.  James 

and Abdullah bowled particularly consistent overs, and Hassan and Samee batted well, 

punishing anything inaccurate.  Hillhead, won; Ayr, won; and East Kilbride, lost.  The loss to 
EK was tighter than it seemed - 17 runs - and, but for crazy running leading to run-outs, 

could have been really close.  Thanks to Safder again for help with transport.  Renfrew next 
week."  

  

They had to win eventually! [posted 25/06/13] 
Third time of asking, maybe, but a win's a win.  Ferguslie Under 18s eventually beat their 

'Locster counterparts this evening a midge-infested Meikleriggs.  In summary it was a walk in 
the clover for the Feegie guys - winning by seven wickets with a bundle of overs to spare.  97 

for 3 beats 95 for 8.  But, as ever, things aren't always what they first appear.  Now don't 
understand this dear reader [Ed: and Feegie visitors don't get all twitchy and take to Twitter 

to shout "foul"!], all we're suggesting is that - notwithstanding another anemic batting 

performance, there just might've been a chance in the second innings had a couple of 
chances gone to hand, or more accurately fielders had actually moved their hands to red 

airborne spherical objects coming in their directions!  But let's start at the start.... 
  

Winning the toss, Ferguslie's skipper English opted to bowl first.  Owais and Stiffy again 

opened.  And a sensible-enough start was made, 30 being put on as an opening partnership, 
as Tahir the Elder was manouvered around, and English's part-time seamers went at a-run-a-

ball.  But then just as had happened 24 hours previously the cheap wickets started to 
happen.  Last night it was batters swinging past straight deliveries, tonioght - and just for 

variety we assume - the preferred mode of dismissal appeared to be "caught".  Half of the 

eight to go down.  And it would've been more had Kennedy not been wearing flesh-coloured 
Teflon gloves at mid-off.  Two simple catches were grassed there, which, otherwise, would've 

seen the "out, caught" count even higher.  And they weren't even difficult catches - balls 
tamely chipped, a-la fielding practice.  Sigh.  Stouty top-scored for the 18s with a breezy 23 

from just eighteen balls which included a switch-hit 6 on to the clubhouse roof!    #Toffee  
But this was as entertaining as it got.  Ish' finished in double figures and again held the lower 

order together, being only fourth batter to get past 10 (Owais 17, and Stiffy 11, the other 

two).  95 for 8 it was.  For Feegie Tahir the Younger was comfortably the best Tahir on show 
returning figures of 3-0-10-3, whilst English, Preston-Jones and Wheeler proved expensive, 

their ten overs going for 67.  
  

The run chase ended up being, as it should have been, regulation.  Except that is for that 

earlier assertion that things just might've been different.  Darroch was the first batter to be 
dismissed after he and English had started cautiously.  Opening his shoulders to an Akhil half 

volley, however, saw Darroch drill a drive straight to Ollie at mid-off where the skipper 
pouched the chance at the 18th attempt,.....in his armpit!  27 for 1.  English and Preston-

Jones then added 35 for the second wicket, the latter being cleaned up by Ollie who was in a 
hurry to get away,.....literally!  And Preston-Jones's departure was quickly followed by Hamza 

Tahir's.  After being out-bowled by his wee brother, the big fella was obviously keen to get 

on with the batting side of things and walked down the track to his first delivery,.....and right 
past it.  Out!  Thank you and good-night, keep walking.  Quite entertaining actually as it's the 

only time thise reporter has seen a batter walk to the middle, not stop to play a shot but 



keep on walking, before then continuing on their way back to the pavilion!    "But where's 

this chink of light you were suggesting appeared?" I hear you ask.  The answer was the 
chances English offered.  His wicket would be the important one, and if the whole top order 

could be gotten rid of then the 18s knew there wasn't nearly as much to come.  And there 
were chances.  A hard-hit straight drive.  But more importantly a mis-hit chip to mid-on 

where - for some unknmown reason - Disk decided not to dive forward for, but lean forward 

and collect on the bounce.  Hmmm.  That'll be a chink then.  But it passed.  As did English 
and the 50 mark, a maximum off Beast seeing him onto 53 and his side across the finish 

line.  Easy-peasy.   
 

18s in a tie! [posted 24/06/13] 
It happened for the fifth time in ten years tonight at Hamilton Crescent: a tie! This time it 

saw the 18s ending up all-square with West of Scotland in a game they should've won, 

should've lost, should've won again, then ended up tying. Astonishing really. They should've 
lost it after having batted like diddies. The top order all failed, with only - maybe - Stiffy 

being excused. Owais tamely clipped a Wheel delivery to square leg to be first out, Akhil 
played horribly half forward to a Dickson ball, and Stouty left a Galloway seamer that nipped 

back at clipped his off bail. Sigh. Oh, and Akbar came in, swung at two deliveries, missed 

both and returned to the pavilion having been clean up by West skipper Galloway. [Ed: and if 
Master Galloway had appealed when the first ball hit Akbar's back pad straight in front, his 

innings would've been half as long!] Back to the dismal batting. Actually, no, it got better! 61 
for 5 wasn't good. 71 for 7 wasn't much better, but Ishrith was in and batting sensibly. Firstly 

with Disk, then with Yash, and finally with Roberto. Simple premise: play straight and defend 
good balls, and despatch the rubbish. He'd finish 16 not out and he'd somehow managed to 

drag the total up to 98 by the end of the innings. For the rest of the batters only questions, 

the main one being why they'd almost all missed straight balls. Five batters bowled, one 
trapped LBW (Stiffy, who was maybe unlucky to be given out having walked a few yards 

down the wicket to a Dickson delivery). "Play straight!" Mention of Dickson should prompt a 
note that she recorded a "4-for", 4 for 11 from four overs to see her bank the best figures in 

the first innings. 99 to win for West, and they should've won at this point. 

 
The second innings should've been a case of the home side simply batting sensibly. The 18s 

were two bowlers down on the night with Beast and Rosco [Ed: a bowler?] unavailable, and 
so chasing just 99 with the 'Locsters needing to use five bowlers, at least, should've been 

prety regulation. The 18s' only hope was a combination of early wickets and tight bowling, 

protecting the boundaries. And it was the 18s who achieved their aim. 16 for 2, and both 
West openers gone, in the seventh over - ideal! The required run-rate, which had started at 

just 4.95, had already increased to 5.67 after the first five overs too, and as Dickson and 
Wheel struggled to clear the boundary rope, it continued to rise. As the halfway mark of the 

West innings passed, the scoreboard total had ticked up to 30, Dickson and Wheel still at the 
crease, but the required rate now 6.9. Fast-forward another five overs at it was still two 

down, with 55 on the 'board. 44 needed from five overs, the rate now up to 8.8 runs-an-over. 

It was beginning to look like being one the great containment jobs of all time, with the 
management of the batters and protection of the boundaries working a treat. Akhil had led 

the way bowling his four overs for just 4 runs, and Ollie doing his part returning figures of 4-
0-13-1. Stouty, too, called up as an "emergency" bowler (!) was bowling smartly and would 

see his four overs cost just 19. 44 needed from 30 balls then. An over later it was 40 still 

needed from 24 balls. And over seventeen saw a wicket to boot! A new batter at the crease; 
surely the 18s couldn't lose it from here? Well, no, not lose it, but..... 

 
The wicket to fall was Wheel, out for 34. This brought Ewing to the middle. And if he's not 

Sachin Tendulkar, he's could be his speedy distant relative because he added exactly the 
required impetus to the run-chase that had been lacking until then. Still not able to hit 

boundaries, Ewing and Dickson (and then Ewing and Stark after Dickson was bowled) ran 

everything, to anyone. And the result? Panic in the 'Locster ranks. Bowlers suddenly bowled 
wides, fielders mis-fielded, throws became wild, overthrows and ricochets abounded and byes 

were leaked. Keystone Cops! Over seventeen, though seeing a wicket fall, had also seen 9 



runs scored, including a bye and an edged 4 through vacant first slip. Over eighteen then 

cost 7, again including a bye. 24 needed from two. Over nineteen, bowled by Disk, proved 
pivotal: two, 2-wides bowled, three leg-byes scurried, and 5 runs off the bat. 12 runs 

conceded. One over to go, 12 to win, 11 to tie. Stiffy was bowling it. Ball #1: bye. Grrrr. Ball 
#2: 2 leg byes. Hmmm. Then a single, another leg bye, and a run 2 after the ball had been 

hit straight to the fielder at squarish mid-wicket. Sigh. Last ball: 5 to win, 4 to tie. And, 

remember, only three 4s had thus far been scored off the previous 119 legitimate deliveries. 
Odds still on the 18s winning. Ball bowled, bat swung, red object sent to mid-wicket 

boundary - tie! Defeat snatched from victory, snatched from defeat. Astonishing. A good 
finish to an entertaining game, if not one where the quality on show was particularly high. 

 
And as always in such circumstances, the obvious question to each player - on both sides - 

where was the 1 run you could've scored or prevented that would've secured the win for your 
side?  
 

Under 13s extend their winning league run [posted 24/06/13] 
The Under 13s entertained Stirling County at Shawholm this evening. The visitors from New 

Williamfield had had a good early season run in the Under 13 League Cup and so were 

anticipated to provide the 13s with a stiff test. And, in Jasper Davidson, had a batter who was 
a regular runs-scorer at this age-group. Batting first, the 13s got off to the perfect start, with 

no early wickets falling to encourage the County bowlers. CJ and Rorie were tonight's 
opening combo, and they'd bat together until Calum retired having passed 30. Abtaha was 

next in, and looked to be continuing her good recent form with the bat, until that is she was 
trapped LBW by Davidson. 77 for 1. Rorie, however, was batting away sensibly-enough, 

adopting the innings' anchorman role normally played by the unavailable Uzzair. With Abtaha 

having departed he found himself with his third partner of the game, in the shape of Aliyan. 
And in the cricketing world of Qureshi it's either "feast or famine". Tonight there was a feast! 

Aliyan quickly got in to his stride, and bunted a quick-fire - and unbeaten - run-a-ball 28 that 
included four 4s to finish not out along with Rorie, who'd scored 1 run less having batted 

through the innings facing 39 deliveries. 132 for 1 was a pretty decent, and challenging, 

total, 33 runs in wides assisting greatly! 
 

The Stirling County reply got off to the worst possible start with two wickets falling before the 
side's total had reached double figures. Sharp and Brett had both been run out - Abtaha and 

Sohaib with the "executions". This, though, simply resulted in Jasper Davidson - batting at 

three - getting in earlier. The County batter then lived up to his pre-match press billing by 
scoring a run-a-ball 30 before retiring. Aside Davidson, however, none of the other visiting 

batters really got in. Keys got into double figures with 11 from ten balls, but the rest of the 
'card looked like binary code, with four ducks overall. 61 all out. And as pleasingly there were 

three well-executed run outs, and only 9 runs leaked in wides. Seven bowlers also rolled their 
arms over, with young Moiz Maqsood returning the sparkling bowling figures of 2-0-10-3! 

Well bowled. 

 
Under 15Bs see off East Kilbride [posted 21/06/13] 

With no Under 15 League match scheduled, tonight saw the Under 15/16 side play their 
second league match against East Kilbride. After a good win in game one against Stirling 

County the side was looking to make it back-to-nack wins. And making their first appearances 

of 2013 were the Shahid boys, with Finn Taylor also available for the first time in a while. 
East Kilbride only had eight players and so it was agreed there'd be a 30-and-retire rule put 

in place. The 15Bs were batting first. 
 

Roberto and Akhil opened the batting after the result of the toss saw their side batting first. 
And both would reach 30 and retire. In fact all the 'Locster batters would reach 30 and retire, 

save those out in the middle at the end. In addition then to Robert's 30 and Akhil's 33, Beast 
(31) and CJ (30) also retired, leaving Adil (19 not out) and Akbar (20 not out) with sheriffs at 
the end. 172 for 0! Boom! 

 



Posting such a big score allowed everyone to get a bowl, the visitors being tasked with the 

unlucky challenge of making 173 with just the eight batters. 76 for 7 - effectively, "all out" - 
was what the Torrance House eventually did make, their innings closing with just one ball of 

their twenty-over allocation remaining. Ayub took 2 for 18 in his three overs and was the only 
bowler to take more than one wicket, five others getting one a-piece. A good win then, and 

good to get a game in before tomorrow's forecast rain! 

 
Under 11s stay unbeaten.....just [posted 21/06/13] 

A busy week of junior cricket was completed this evening with the Under 15Bs and Under 11s 
in league action. The 11s were at New Anniesland to take on Glasgow Accies. Maybe there 

was something in the air, or the water, though, as the eight who arrived in the West End 
appeared verging on the hyper,.....and it would show in a fairly chaotic bowling and fielding 

display as the home side batted first. Seven days ago the 11s bowled just six wides and four 

no balls against Prestwick as they won their fourth straight league game, tonight - however - 
the scorebook would show no fewer than 24 wides and nine no balls! Throw in any number 

of mis-fields, overthrows and botched run out attempts and it really was a shocker of a 
display. Somehow however eight wickets were taken along the way, fortunately four coming 

in the last four overs to leave the 11s chasing just net 39 to win. But, oh dear, what a poor 

display in the field.  
 

The run-chase was, at least - and relatively-speaking - a bit better. Only three wickets would 
fall with Abdul top-scoring with 10 not out. The two batters dismissed were Samee and 

Hassaan, determining that they'd keep dismissals in the family! All three wickets - Samee 
once, and Hassaan twice - saw huge swings-and-misses at straight balls. Hmmm. Anyway, 

after all was said and done the 11s had scored a net 51 and secured win number five. But 

not really sure it was deserved given the messing around in the first innings. Only Nabeel 
with a "3-for" can really say he performed in that part of the game. Here's hoping for a better 

showing - and better attitude and application - next week.  
 

McCallum & Co. see off the 13s [posted 20/06/13] 

The West of Scotland Under 13s are getting a reputation for being unbeatable, at least here 
in the west. And notwithstanding some swagger around the 'Locster 13s as to how they'd see 

them off when the two sides met, this evening's thumping over in Partick likely revealed the 
relative playing levels of the two sides. For the 13s it was reinforced that bunting the ball 

around the ground is fine against average bowling, but when you're facing good stuff you'll 

get found out unless you can actually do the basics well. Tonight six wickets fell in the 
'Locsters' innings, five bowled, one LBW - "do the math" as they say! The only person to 

come out of the 13s' batting with any real credit was Abtaha who showed - as the coaches 
have preached to deaf ears all winter - that playing straight, and playing proper cricket shots, 

is - against good bowling - what will see you score runs. 30 and retired for Ms. Maqsood. 
Boys, watch and learn. And then - after having posted just 86 for 6 batting first with Robbie 

McCallum having taken 4 for 6 - including cleaning up four of the top five and taking the first 

four wickets to go down - the 'Locsters had to try and defend this against the most potent 
batting line-up in World Under 13 cricket.  

 
McCallum & Co. with bats in hand are simply a menace. And the Robbenator was obviously in 

a hurry smacking 31 in just fourteen balls at the top of the West order before retiring. [Ed: 

presumably with a large cigar, in a deckchair?] The rest of the machine that is the home 
side's batting order didn't quite fire to the same extent however, with only one other batter - 

Fitzgerald - getting into double figures. Aliyan can likely be excused too much criticism having 
taken 2 for 20 in four overs, but the other bowlers used went at at least 9s each, and the 

finish line was raced through on the last ball of the eleventh over. West of Scotland winners 
by six wickets. Restricting three of the home sides' top four batters to single figures just 

wasn't enough after such a poor batting display, and - as we know - "When Robbie scores, 

West win"! And so it's the Partick club that progress in the cup, and it's back to practice for 
the 13s - question is, will the players really knuckle down, determined to do better and 

correct mistakes? Time'll tell..... 



 

18s bounce back in the FST [posted 18/06/13] 
Tonight saw the second 18s game in as many days, with old rivals Ferguslie the oppo' in the 

quarter-final of the 2013 Frank Smith Trophy. Now regular readers of this column - both of 
them! - will know that the held-over 2012 Frank Smith Trophy final saw the 18s beat none 

other than Ferguslie just a few weeks back. The Paisley mob would, therefore, be looking to 

gain near-immediate revenge.  
 

This time they decide to chase, and it was the 18s who were batting first. Owais and Stiffy 
opened, with Kennedy and Tahir taking the new ball for Ferguslie. And what a start for the 

18s as Kennedy struggled with his line and length and the guys got off to a flyer. Owais, in 
particular, was looking good, whilst Elliott was playing second fiddle, but still holding up his 

end. And both would get in to the 20s, Owais unluckily being eventually run out in that way. 

What way's that way? You know, when you're backing up and your partner smacks a drive 
straight back and the bowler (in this case Darroch) dives full length to stop the little red 

sphere only to deflect it on to the stumps at the non-striker's end and you're out of your 
crease! Ouchay! Owais gone for 27, the first wicket down, and the opening partnership of 68 

broken. A good start though. And the good start became a good middle and end too, as 

Beast (15), Stouty (26) and Rosco (15*) kept the scoreboard rattling along. The Ferguslie 
bowlers, aside Tahir (5-1-10-0) struggled to bring calm to proceedings, Kennedy, Darroch 

and Ahmed in particular proving expensive and finishing with 1 for 46 from five overs, 1 for 
26 from three overs, and 0 for 23 from two overs respectively. 138 for 4 was the final total, 

25 in extras being gratefully received in addition to the runs off the bat.  
 

The Ferguslie reply started as badly as the 18s' had started well. 6 for 1 was the scoreboard 

readout when Darroch - in some kind of cricket karma - was run out by Stiffy trying to run 
two when one was the correct answer, Stouty completing the formalities with good 

glovework. This left Preston-Jones with, likely, most of the work to do, Kennedy in at three, 
struggling to rotate the strike. His eventual 21 from 36 balls had seen his side slip behind the 

required run-rate, and when Preston-Jones was bowled off his pads by Akhil, things looked 

bleak for the Meikleriggs youngsters. Tahir's 36 from 37 balls nearly threatened to make the 
final overs interesting - especially his consecutive 6s off Lewis - but in the end even his 

efforts were too little too late. The 18s ran out winners by 12 runs and now face either 
Glasgow Accies or Prestwick in the semi-finals. 

 

18s fall to second league defeat [posted 17/06/13] 
The 18s were back to what was closer to full-strength tonight as they entertained Prestwick 

at home in the league. And it would be the visitors who'd bat first on a perfectly pleasant 
evening. 14 for 2 was a good start too for the guys, Miller (0) and "Overseas Amateur" 

Erasmus (4) the early victims. OJ and Akhil were bowling tightly, and the defensive field saw 
few boundaries scored. Pettigrew and Cairns were the new batters and the slowly stabilised 

their side's innings, and added 39 for the third wicket. Pattigrew was the man to go, caught 

by Stouty off Stiffy's bowling - likely the only ball in a horrid over (1-0-13-1!) that could've 
taken a wicket. But take a wicket he did, and Prestwick were three down for 53. Rao and 

Cairns then batted together and put on what would end up being the highest partnership of 
the match, 58 for the fourth wicket. And, as importantly, it saw the run-rate pushed up, as 

what has looked like maybe being 80 to 90, turned out to be 112. Five wickets were down, 

but 112 was certainly defendable. For the 18w, Ollie and Akhil's eight overs had cost just 26, 
and Cammy's over had gone for only 17. But the other bowlers were more expensive, Stiffy, 

Beast and Rosco returning combined figures of 8-0-64-2. Ouchay. 113 to win. 
 

The 'Locster reply started with Ross and Elliott, but didn't last long. It was 2 for 1 when the 
former was cleaned up by Erasmus, and then became 11 for 2 as Owais nicked off to the 

same thrower,.....sorry, bowler. And so, like Prestwick, a poorish start. But, again like, the 

visitors had done, a period of rebuilding commenced. Stouty and Stiffy added 70 for the third 
wicket, Calum in particular striking the ball really well and regularly finding the boundary. He 

was scoring fluently at more than a-run-a-ball, whilst Elliott was hanging in there looking to 



find some timing. It wasn't a surprise therefore, given he'd been struggling to get off strike, 

when Stiffy (16) was dismissed, stumped by Miller off Rao's bowling after coming down the 
track in search of a big shot. 81 for 3. This started a clatter of wickets - crucially including 

Stouty's, who departed for 53 (from just 38 balls) - and the required run-rate started to 
climb. As overs ran out, the rate increased apparently without resistance. And so, when the 

last ball was squeezed out onto the leg side by Roberto, the 18s were 14 short of Prestwick's 

total, and 15 shy of their winning post. Lost.  
 

Still, some positives. The bowliong "up top" was good. And the fielding - bar a couple of 
isolated incidents - was also good. There were good catches taken, especially Lewis hanging 

on to the skier that got rid of Erasmus. Elliott's "horror over" was costly of course, but wasn't 
ultimately the difference between the sides. The 38 dot balls in Elliott's and Owais's innings 

were, strangely, probably more costly than the 13 runs off Elliott's only over. If only half of 

those dot balls had been singles, the result would've been different. Stouty's knock was 
another positive on the night, a composed innings that saw clean striking mixed in with 

innovation. Well batted.  
 

But there's no real time for the 18s to dwell on tonight's game or result: it's cup action 

tomorrow night for them as Ferguslie visit in the Frank Smith Trophy. 
 

Beaten up,.....in a friendly kind of a way [posted 17/06/13] 
The 13s were over at Toytown for a friendly skirmish against the Dark Side tonight. It was a 

bye week for them, and with Clydesdale's oppo' having called off their game the invitation to 
pop over a play was responded to in the affirmative. So what happened? Well, first up it was 

the 13s' innings. Uzzair opened with CJ with Ul-Haq and Ashraf with the new ball for the 

home side. 13 had been put on when the first wicket went down, Calum holing out to Walker 
off Ashraf's bowling. And 8 runs later it was two down as Aliyan again showed what batting 

without common sense looks like! Bang, bang, out. Or, in cric'-speak: 4, 4 bowled. Sigh. 
Uzzair was still around though and, Trott'esque, continued to bat in that batting bubble he 

goes in to. Rorie (11) gave him some support until, with the total having reached 61 and 

their partnership 40, he became the third batter out, caught by Ashraf off Richmond's 
bowling. Kess was Uzzair's next partner, and these two added another 40 for the fourth 

wicket. Again it wasn't Uzzair's, Kess departing for 20, holing out to Mathers. Some scurrying 
of singles then took place as the end of the innings approached, the inevitable appearance of 

run outs accompanying same! Abdullah and Lewis were the two run out casualties - both 

making 4 - whilst Uzzair batted through for an unbeaten 30. The score? 121 for 6. 
Competitive you might think dear reader, until that is you factor in that the point and square 

leg boundaries at Toytown are eminently reachable,.....in fact just by a batter stretching out 
their arms a little. If a win was to be recorded, the bowling would have to be full and 

straight, the Monday night's "pies" bowled to Helensburgh not making a reappearance. 
 

Sadly however it was another pie delivery service that the 13s' bowlers served up. 

Notwithstanding - as the Dark Side had done - everyone bar the wicket-keeper got a couple 
of overs to bowl, this was still a pretty horrid display of poor length bowling. 122 was 

comfortably passed by the Storm Troopers, Walker's and Macias's early departures (for 1 and 
8 respectively) not really troubling their teammates. Cairns (21), Ul-Haq (33*) and Ashraf 

(30*) all cashed in, chipping, nicking and pushing boundaries at their leisure. A comfortable 

win then for the Dark Side. For the 13s, further proof - if further proof was needed - that a 
little less swagger and a bit application will likely go a long way. Time will tell, starting on 

Thursday when the side's back in action at Hamilton Crescent.  
 

Under 11s go "4 & 0" as Prestwick are defeated at home [posted 14/06/13] 
The remarkable run of a side that didn't win a game last season goes on! The Under 11s [Ed: 

or more accurately the two Under 8s, four Under 9s and two Under 10s!] won again in their 

league this evening, this time beating Ayrshire side Prestwick who were visitors to Shawholm. 
With the Under 15s having a bye week, the club's whole attention was on its youngest 

hardball side. And they didn't disappoint! Winning the toss, skipper-for-the-night Nabeel 



chose to bowl first. And, as ever, the plan was simple: S-T-R-A-I-G-H-T. That's the plan, and 

again it was executed well. Only 6 runs were leaked in wides in the Prestwick twenty-over 
innings, and only 4 in no balls. That's better than any 'Loc senior eleven manages!! Prestwick 

lost five wickets in the course of batting through their allotted overs, wickets for Moiz, Nabeel 
and Ubaid-Raza, and two run outs (one each for Samee and Ubaid-Raza). And in amongst 

the dismissals James held on to a sharp chance at square leg to get rid of opener Daniel 

Hewson. A net 37 was the target under the pairs cricket scoring system, and so - again - and 
as with the bowling - Batting Plan A would again be used. And, spookily, it's spelled the 

same as the bowling plan: S-T-R-A-I-G-H-T. Simples! 
 

Abdul and Samee opened as the first pairing, and were both unbeaten. Good start. Then the 
second pairing matched them. Plan working. Unfortunately the wheels, if not actually coming 

off, wobbled a tad in the third pairing as Ubaid-Raza kick-started a clatter of wickets when we 

lost balance on a pull shot and was out hit wicket! [Ed: that said, it's good to remember the 
stumps are head high for Ubaid-Raza and so not so easy to avoid hitting!] However the side 

was still ahead as James and Hassan strode out for the final five overs. And this pairing 
batted really well, both remaining not out, Hassan scoring four 4s along the way as he led his 

side to what turned out to be a 30-run win. Well batted,.....and well bowled. Hassan top-

scored with 17 not out, 3 runs more than brother Samee to steal the Mehmood house 
bragging rights tonight. For Prestwick, mention of Fletcher Rao who was unlucky to be on the 

losing side having scored 19 not out, and bowled threateningly throughout his four-over spell.  
 

Under 15s progress in the Scottish Cup [posted 13/06/13] 
On another warm night, the club's under 15s were in Scottish Cup action down at Glenpark 

against hosts Greenock. Before starting our match return however, a word of thanks to 

Ahmed-Raza for standing in at the eleventh hour for Ayub who fell ill in the afternoon. So it 
was still a full side that made the journey, and talk of the journey brings your reporter to a 

second "thank you", this time to the McWilliam and Cathcart families for help with transport, 
the two additional cars being really helpful given coaches Young and James were AWOL! To 

the game. Batting first - and up against a much younger Greenock attack - the 15s' batters 

quickly got into their strides, at least they did after CJ's early demise, bowled by love for 2. 
Akhil and Lewis (in at three) powered on though, and both would notch up Honours Board 

entries as they reached 50 and retired under the competition rules. This left just enough time 
though for both Uzzair and Kess to score cameos, 16* and 27* respectively. The home 

bowling figures, as could maybe be guessed, didn't look particularly pretty, but as noted it 

was a much younger bowling attack that was at the Glenpark coaches' disposal than might 
normally be the case.  

 
The Greenock reply looked a little like their reply in the league game between the two sides 

earlier in the season. By this we mean it was dominated by Harry Briggs, a batter the 15s 
can't seem to get out. Once again he batted through the innings, this time for 48 not out, as 

four wickets fell around him. Hay (10) was the only other Greenock batter into double figures 

on the night, as ten 'Locster bowlers were used, bowling two overs each. There was a wicket 
a-piece for Akhil, Uzzair and Hamza, Abtaha run out of Stuart being the other dismissal. The 

win- by 86 runs - sees the 15s travel to Ayr in the next round. 
 

Under 13s see off Helensburgh [posted 10/06/13] 

The Under 13s were in home league action this evening, Helensburgh the visitors. Batting 
first the 13s' top-order slumped to 36 for 3, and then 54 for 4, as none of the top four of 

Rorie, CJ, Kess or Aliyan got in to double figures. And with Uzzair not playing responsibility 
would fall to the middle-order to ensure a decent total was posted. Who would stand up and 

be counted in this regard? Step forward Abataha. Her unbeaten 27, batting at five, was in 
many ways a coming-of-age innings for her for the 'Loc as it held together an innings that, 

otherwise, looked like it might fizzle out. She batted with the rest of the middle-order to post 

an eventual 118 for 6, a total that was also assisted in no small measure by the gifting of 50 
in wides and no balls by Helensburgh's bowlers. Much appreciated thank you! For the visitors, 

White's 2 for 12 in his four overs was the standout bowling performance, though Caskie's 1 



for 9 in the same number of overs was also impressive. For the 13s, three of the top four 

were gunned leg-before, and so that old adage of "hit it with your bat" likely applies!  
 

In their reply, chasing 119 to win, the Helensburgh top order was similarly blown away by the 
'Locster opening bowlers, collapsing to 15 for 4. Ahmed-Raza grabbed a "3-for", Joe a brace, 

and there were three run outs as 15 for 4 ended up 85 all out. All ten of the 13s' non-wicket 

keeping fielders got a bowl which was good too, Ahmed-Raza's 2-0-6-3 being the best of the 
bowling figures returned. The three run outs also featured two from Aliyan who, again, 

demonstrated an uncanny ability to connect with the sticks with a direct hit. Impressive as 
usual. So plenty plusses, including another win, but also areas to work on. The top-order 

need to be more secure and more consistent in run-scoring, and the bowling and field-setting 
can be improved on. Still, unbeaten which is nice. 

 

18s win in double-quick time [posted 10/06/13] 
It's not often a match report takes longer to write than the game it's reporting on took to 

happen, and so this - dear reader - might be a first! The game in question was the 18s' 
match against Victoria, at Bellahouston. The new ground there is a short, three-day hike from 

the car park, but, once there, the walk's worth it.....there are splendid views of Mosspark 

Blvd. from the upper side! The ground itself is "interesting" - think Springburn but with a 
drop-in square. The outfield's hairier than a very hairy thing, there are randomly-placed - 

sand-filled - "bunkers" dotted around, and the golfers playing pitch 'n' putt around the 
boundary must be a unique feature? [Ed: at Shawholm the golfers have to wait until October 

to get onto the ground!] To the game. Firstly it didn't start on time as the arriving 18s were 
met by seven home players milling around with not a stump, bail or boundary marker 

between them. Roll forward twenty minutes and the necessary accoutrements for a game to 

start had arrived,.....as had two more players, seemingly from out of the trees! Toss. Win. 
'Locsters bowling. 

 
Ollie and Akhil opened the bowling for the 18s and the breakthrough came with the score on 

7. And 5 runs later it was two down, as both Akhil and OJ had a scalp each. But from this 

point on it was really the Akhil show as he continued to take Victorian wickets. In fact, having 
taken a "5-for" yesterday for the Academy at Dumfries, tonight would see him record his 

second five-wicket haul in two days, ending up with 5 for 11 in this one. With only nine 
players on parade, "all out" for Victoria was "eight down", and Akhil's "5-for" and Ollie's 

wicket were added to by two direct-hit run outs; one from Roberto, the other from OJ. 30 all 

out. Yikes. 31 to win. 
 

Ross and Lewis opened and, amidst some wayward bowling, the run-chase was painlessly-
quick. 4.1 overs to be precise, with Ross ending up 21 not out, Lewis unbeaten on 4.  

 
Not sure what the highlights of the night were? Ollie's catch to get rid of Rafiq was a good 

grab of a steepler, the two run outs were well executed, and Akhil's bowling was admirably 

straight and full. And, of course, the game was done-and-dusted in time for the 18s to get 
back to Shawholm to see the second innings of their Under 13 compatriots, which was also 

nice!  
 

First thoughts on Bellahouston? Well, and strangely a bit like the aforementioned Springburn, 

it could be a nice-enough ground. But not if the outfield's not tidied up, and not if the teams 
playing there keep using just the one wicket! Next up for the 18s is Prestwick.  

 
Kwik Cricket news [posted 09/06/13] 

Grant Cathcart's charges were again in Kwik Cricket action this morning at the latest WDJCU 
Under 10 festival, this week hosted at East Kilbride's Torrance House. The youngsters got 

three games in as usual, this week recording wins against Ferguslie and Prestwick, and losing 

out only the once against Kelburne. Grant commented that Hassan and Ubaid-Raza both 
batted particularly well - Hassan for his ball striking, Ubaid-Raza for his defensive technique. 

[Ed: obviously seeing the benefit of his mammoth six-hour practice session on Saturday!]  



In the areas for improvement on the report card was however, "running between the 

wickets"! Keystone Cops perchance? The next festival is next Sunday at Stenhousemuir.  
 

15s crash and burn [posted 07/06/13] 
With Dave James being led away from Shawholm tonight in a straight-jacket, saliva dribbling 

from his mouth and his belt and laces having been removed from him for his own protection, 

any casual observer might have guessed that the game he'd just witnessed hadn't gone well. 
And it hadn't! In what can only be described as a mirror-image of Monday past's 18s horror 

show against the Uddingston|East Kilbride combined side, the 15s crashed to a self-inflicted 
defeat against Hillhead.  

 
In fact the shambles even started before the game did with Kess an eleventh-hour call-off. 

Thanks to Ahmed-Raza "ever ready" Hanif for willingly stepping in at the last minute. So to 

the game: the 15s were batting first. And things didn't start well with Uzzair being run out in 
a shambolic mix-up with Akhil to see the side 1 for 1. Hmmm. Akhil then went after 20 runs 

had been added with Lewis, 20 for 2. CJ joined his brother in the middle and a minor 
recovery started. 50 was appearing on the horizon and the James boys looked like they might 

continue on in tandem. But with the score on 49 Calum (12) was dismissed, caught off the 

bowling of Faulds. 49 for 3. Aliyan was the new batter and what was needed was some 
sensible batting and a meaningful partnership. 29 were added with Lewis when, 

unfortunately, the fourth wicket fell. 78 for 4 in the thirteenth over. And so Lewis found 
himself with his fourth batting partner in the form of Rorie. Seven overs still to go, and - 

surely - a total well in excess of three figures on the cards, Lewis very much in. But then the 
carnage really started. 78 for 3 in the thirteenth somehow became 99 for 9 as only 21 runs 

were added in just over seven overs. Extraordinary! The last six batters simply got out, the 

scorecard looking like binary code, the clatter of wickets having included Lewis who had 
departed for 51. 51 was good - Lewis's first entry on the Juniors honours board - but in many 

ways, as had happened in the 18s game Five days earlier, and with wickets falling around 
him, he should really have gone on to bat through, chaperoning the rest of the middle-order 

and tail. But 99 for 9 it was. 

 
Not an undefendable total, but it would need good bowling to do so. With a good hard wicket 

and fast outfield, poor bowling would be despatched to the boundary. And it was! Though 
two wickets were taken, Hillhead's batters simply smacked the poor deliveries served up to 

the rope, and romped home to an eight-wicket win inside fourteen overs. Akhil aside - who 

bowled three overs, 1 for 13, the other bowling was horrid. Aliyan went at 10-an-over, Lewis 
and Uzzair at 8+! As we say: horrid. Wrong length + poorly directed = boundary city.  

So an easy win for Hillhead, though largely self-inflicted as too many players didn't perform. 
As was said after the 18s' humiliation on Monday, it'll be a long and painful season - results-

wise - for the 15s if they don't bring consistency into their games, and just do the basics, 
better. Time will tell.  

 

Under 11 continue their winning run [posted 07/06/13] 
The sun was out again tonight, and the 11s continued their winning start to season 2013 with 

a third consecutive league victory, this time over East Kilbride at Torrance House. In fact the 
weather was so good that even the notorious Calderglen midges weren't out and about! 

Unbelievable you say, but true!  

 
The home side had ten players and so would be rotating two-on-two-off when fielding, but 

this would come in the second innings after Nabeel won the toss and decided to field first. 
The East Kilbride innings was kicked off by McIntyre and Kiely, these two being dismissed 

once each as the first pairing's four overs saw the game evenly matched. Extras, it should be 
added, were already mounting up, though it wasn't wides and/or no balls, it was byes, Abdul 

putting in a winning performance in the game of cricketing statues that he seemed to be - 

uniquely - playing! The second and third home batting pairs pushed the East Kilbride net 
score on a bit, with the evening's two top-scorers batting in these two pairs: Lang with 15 not 

out, and Meikle with an unbeaten 11. So with two pairings to go it looked likely that the 11s 



would chasing a decent total. But, no-one had accounted for Samee's and Sohaib's 

interventions. Samee, remarkably, would run out three East Kilbride batters in the last eight 
overs, and Sohaib's "2-in-2" saw 10 runs whipped away from underneath the home side 

batters' feet. And so the net score after the innings closed was only 26, being 71 for 9. A 
good comeback at the death by the 11s' bowlers and fielders.  

 

Chasing net 27 to win would need little more than careful batting, with the 11s respecting the 
good straight balls, and looking to score off the more wayward deliveries. So when Abdul - 

opening with Samee - was cleaned up twice in the first five overs, it was clear the coaches' 
pre-innings advice had gone unheeded! Samee with 9 not out had, however, played to 

instructions, and batted well. Moiz and Nabeel, and Ubaid-Raza and Hassaan then pushed the 
side's net score on through the middle part of the innings, Hassaan's 10 not out being the 

11s' top score of the innings. The last pair then needed just 3 runs - assuming they didn't 

lose any wickets - from the last five overs. And they started well with Sohaib pulling the first 
ball through square leg for 4. But he then mis-timed an off-drive and was caught at extra 

cover bringing the game's result back into the balance. Jamesy at the other end was batting 
sensibly however and would finish 5 not out, enough alongwith Sohaib's 2 and some extras to 

see the side win by 10 runs. The winning run continues.  

 
Under 13s cruise to another win [posted 03/06/13] 

As bad as the 18s were tonight, the 13s were good. Their unbeaten 2013 season continued 
at Bothwell Castle Policies tonight. [Ed: why is it everything connected to Uddingston is so 

long to type out - the side is the Uddingston|Drumpellier combined side, and the ground's 
even got three words in it!] Back to the game. The win was on the back of another solida 

batting display. CJ and Uzzair both made retirement-inducing 30s, before the bowling unit - 

tonight nine rolled their arms over - saw their side home by dismissing the home combo side. 
The margin of victory was 52 runs. And even twelve batters batting in the 

Uddingston|Drumpellier innings couldn't prevent a big winning margin being recorded. The 
wickets were shared around, though Rorie was the standout with a "4-for".  

 

18s bat horribly and lose accordingly [posted 03/06/13] 
The Under 18s got their due desserts this evening after batting like diddies first up in 

tonight's home league encounter with the Uddingston|East Kilbride combined side. 92 for 7 
was all that could be mustered, and this owed as much to the 22 extras donated by the 

visitors as it did to a couple of cameo knocks from Disk (25) and Beast (20). However neither 

of these two could "go on" after "getting in", and to add insult to injury both got out with the 
score on the same number 71. Up until this point it still seemed 120 was possible with 

Cammy bunting balls to all parts - think coincidental coordinates here as regards bat swing-
plane and ball path! - and Lewis scoring in more traditional fashion. [Ed: as one spectator 

quipped afterwards, "You could certainly sell tickets to watch Cammy bat!"] But these two, of 
course, were only in the middle at all because the 18s glittering array of rep' squad batters at 

the top of the order had capitulated to 19 for 3, taking an agonising six overs to die in this 

contorted manner. Against innocuous bowling - c.f. those 22 in extras - the 'Locsters seemed 
incapable of playing straight. Rosco and Stiffy were both gunned leg-before, playing around 

and across straight balls. Akhil, at least, got out playing straight, though somehow forgot to 
hit an off-drive, chipping it straight to Khan at mid-off. Cammy was run out by a direct hit by 

Dunne, and Lewis played all around another straight delivery. All-in, horrid. 92 for 7, never 

enough.  
 

In the second innings only a flyer of a start - wickets-wise - could perhaps see the side win 
the game. Cammy's opening two overs been flayed to all parts and costing 19 didn't really 

help therefore. OJ's five overs - he opened at the other end - cost only 20 runs, but his spell 
contained no wickets. The other bowlers - Umair and Lewis - were both expensive too. The 

result, of course, was that the visitors' openers didn't have to do anything bar not get out. 

This they successfully managed to do, meandering their way to the win in the seventeenth 
over. Meikle top-scored with 50, Dunne made 33. They were assisted by the generally non-

threatening bowling, but positively spurred on by a Keystone Cops fielding effort. Balls 



through legs, catches either not attempted or grassed, and general lack of intensity. 

Hmmmm.  
 

Things'll have to change fast for this mob or there'll be some hefty beatings suffered this 
season, inflicted by sides far stronger than tonight's oppo'. If however the batters were to bat 

properly..... 

 
Off-and-running again in the Frank Smith [posted 31/05/13]  

It was a beautifully sunny night and well-prepared outfield that met the 18s as they arrived in 
Irvine earlier this evening for the first round of the 2013 Frank Smith Trophy, somewhat 

oddly less than seven days since the club won the 2012 version! And it was a new-look, and 
much younger, Under 18 side that made the trip. New skipper OJ had no fewer than two 

Under 13s in his ranks, as well as three Under 15s. After winning the toss OJ then decided to 

have a bat. The wicket firm, but had a "hairy" covering that meant it would like seam around 
a bit. A short, firm outfield also meant that there'd be value for shots if the batters could get 

in. Stiffy and Rosco opened for the 18s. Neither had been in the runs on Finals Day last 
Sunday, but both put any memories of cheap dismissals firmly behind them as they went on 

to bat through the twenty overs, racking up 154 for 0 in the process. Ross would top-score 

with 82 from just 69 balls, Elliott being marginally more restrained in scoring 50 from 52 
deliveries - and both would get their third entries on the Juniors Honours Board. Rosco was 

given a life midway through the innings when he was dropped at mid-wicket, but - overall - 
neither appeared troubled by the home bowling, including the not-insiginificant pace of 

Irvine's Joshua Roy. [Ed: it's not often you see a junior age-group 'keeper standing twenty-
plus yards back!] Poor Akhil had to sit with his pads on for the whole innings, only to have to 

take them off again! 154 for 0, 155 to win. 

 
In the second innings, defending such a big score, there was scope to get a number of 

bowlers in to action. Seven were used, and five got amongst the wickets. Bar Aliyan's run out 
of Irvine captain, Bradley Quinlan, and Mohsi's catch off OJ's bowling to get rid of opener 

Joshua Murray, all the other wickets saw batters bowled. There were two each for Aliyan, 

Umair and Ollie. Irvine were eventually dismissed for just 23. And the term "eventually" is 
well used as the last batter wasn't out until the final ball of over ninetenn. Amidst the low 

scores - there were six ducks - Stuart Morrison's no-score stands out, taking as it did, no 
fewer than 42 balls to accumulate, if - indeed - you can accumulate a duck. Extraordinary.  

 

The 18s therefore progress to the next round, where they'll host Ferguslie who were big 
winners of Kelburne in their first round clash.  

 
Frank Smith Trophy winners! [posted 26/05/13] 

Yes, you read the headline correctly - after years of hurt in Frank Smith Trophy finals, the 
'Loc finally secured the much-coveted cup today on Finals Days. A win over Drumpellier in the 

semi-final set up a final against trophy holders, reigning Under 18 League champions and 

Under 19 Indoor Super 8s winners, Ferguslie. The 'Loc had lost to Ferguslie in the Super 8s 
final in December, and finished runners-up to them in the league, making the win over the 

Paisley side in today's final all the more creditable and sweet. Let's look at the two games 
played today in more detail then. But before doing so, it's important in any cup win to 

consider what happened in each round of the competition. And so before reporting on today's 

Finals Day action, a reminder that you can remind yourself of how the side got to today by 
reading about the quarter-final win over Prestwick below. And before that, [Ed: a long way 

before that!] there was the first round tie won against Renfrew at the start of season 2012. 
And so it's important to highlight that winning the trophy wasn't an eleven-person 

achievement but a seventeen-player squad achievement. Playing in the first round match 
were Josh and Saif Sajjad (both now playing their cricket at Renfrew), and Gopi, and 

featuring last Monday were Owais, Lewis and Mohsi. These six players should feel as much 

part of the win as the eleven who played today. 
 

Semi-final versus Drumpellier  



Drumpellier came in to today's semi-final with the 19s with, arguably, the most dangerous 

batter, of any of the four sides, in their ranks. Scotland Under 19 opening bowler Abdul Sabri 
is well-known for his big-hitting and has, on more than one occasion, won matches for his 

side with both bat and ball. Winning the toss, Pasty invited Abdul - Drumpellier's skipper - to 
have a bat first, and it'd quickly be seen whether Sabri's fireworks would come off or not. He 

would open with Western Warriors Under 18 player Nic Pyne. Sabri started with the expected 

intent, hitting the ball hard, but an early breakthrough that saw Pyne well caught by Ashar 
over his head, settled home nerves. 11 for 1. And if it settled nerves in the 'Loc side, it 

seemed to create them in the Drumpellier batters. 11 for 1 quickly became 19 for 4 as Hill 
(2), Pryde (4) and Qasim (0) came and went quickly to leave Sabri looking at having to bat 

for a long time to ensure his side posted what would considered even a par score. But Sabri 
didn't change his style and was riding his luck. He survived a close stumping chance after 

good work by Rosco and was dropped by Disk at "cow". But then his luck ran out, after 

adding 16 with Allison. A Saqi' delivery was smashed by Sabri towards the long-off boundary 
- travelling just a couple of feet off the ground - and was brilliantly grabbed by Stouty, diving 

forward, inches above the turf. A great grab, and the danger man gone. 35 for 5. It was then 
quickly 46 for 8 as another mini-collapse happened. And only a couple of decent blows late 

on from number seven Davidson, batting with the tail, saw the Langloan side post 61. All out 

inside their allotted twenty overs. 62 to win.  
 

Surely not a problem? Eh, well, actually it turned out to be really problematic! And some. As 
is so often the case when chasing low scores, the batters can get stuck, and the fielding side 

pull out all the stops. Throw in - in this instance - really accurate bowling from the 
Drumpellier bowlers, and before you could say "There's that Frank Smith curse again", it was 

58 for 6, the top order all gone, and Akhil and Disk needed 5 to win from twelve balls. Five 

balls later it was then seven down as Cammy departed, and still 1 run needed to win. Enter 
OJ - nick, 4! Ideal. 'Loc win,.....just. A win secured by the tail grinding out the runs, but set 

up by the bowlers' performances in the first half. OJ returned figures of 5-0-19-2, Disk's were 
4-1-6-3, and Saqi' helped himself to a "4-for". Really good stuff.  

 

Final versus Ferguslie  
If the semi-final had been won by the bowlers, the final was shared between bowlers and 

batters. Winning the toss again, Pasty again decided to chase. Ferguslie opened with 
Scotland Under 19 batter Michael English, and Western Warriors Under 18 player Stuart 

Darroch. Both are dangerous batters, and so - as with Abdul Sabri - it would be important to 

try and get one or both out early. OJ again bowled well, opening this time with Mikey. But it 
would be the latter who'd set the final on fire with a devastating three balls in over six. 

Ferguslie's openers had carefully put on 23 in five overs and were looking reasonably well set 
when Mike trapped Darroch leg-before. Out for 7. Then, two-in-two, as Mike grabbed a cup 

final hat-trick! Alistair Preston-Jones - at three - inexplicably played no shot to a straight ball, 
then Dean Kennedy, missed a straight one to see both out for first-ball ducks and their side 

reeling on 23 for 3. It's amazing how games can change. Now English had to bat differently, 

and the 'Loc would have an end to bowl at and more chance of "managing" English's strike. 
And this they did, largely. English batted really well as he steered the middle order through 

the rest of the innings, and - by-and-large - the 'Loc bowlers and fielders kept him in check, 
and his teammates on strike. Bar that is very late on, and one over in particular. Disk had 

bowled really tidily up until his fourth over. Then carnage: 15 runs came off Cammy's fourth 

over as English despatched two full tosses for leg-side maximums, one ball disappearing over 
the clubhouse never to be retrieved! [Ed: Les', find that ball will you please!] English finished 

unbeaten on 65 (from 56 balls) and his side had posted 109 for 5. Well batted. But also well 
bowled. Mikey had a "3-for" - that hat-trick - and OJ's figures, as already highlighted, were 

perfectly respectable.  
 

In reply Mike determined he'd get after Western Warriors slow left-armer Hamza Tahir who 

opened at the River End. Ball #2 was sent to the boundary, and ball #4 was smashed 
through mid-on. Unfortunately English was at mid-on and pulled off an absolute stunner of a 

one-handed grab high above his head. Astonishing! 4 for 1. It was then 4 for 2 as Stiffy was 



trapped LBW first ball. The third first ball of the final, and that Frank Smith curse looked to 

have returned again. But Pasty and Rosco steadied the ship and added 31 for the third 
wicket, Ross being run out by Shoaib Khan in a marginally bizarre incident that saw him react 

quickest when everyone else was appealing for a leg-before decision! Good thinking. Pasty 
now had his fourth batting partner of the innings, in the shape of Stouty. Calum was quickly 

in to the way of things, running smartly between the wickets with his skipper, and runs were 

being accumulated steadily. These two took the score past 50, then 70, then 80. But with the 
score on 86 in the seventeenth over, Stouty perished. He was bowled by Preston-Jones who'd 

come back into the attack, out for a hugely important 28 (39 balls). This brought Matt in. He 
and Pasty scampered 4 runs in five deliveries before Matt was fifth out, bowled by English. 90 

for 5, 20 runs needed from fifteen deliveries. Who's your money on? Now it was Pasty and 
Akhil. These two added 6 runs in six balls, Akhil hitting a vital boundary 4 as he scored 5 from 

three deliveries. 96 for 6, 14 runs now needed from nine balls. Disk and Pasty together. Now, 

at this juncture it's important to remember that the Ferguslie total of 109 owed much to that 
over of Cammy's - the one that went for 15 and saw the ball being lost. Well here's how 

cricket can work sometimes. The big fella hits his first ball from Tahir through mid-wicket for 
4. Then, three singles in three balls later, he's on strike and the equation is 5 needed from 

five balls. What to do? Answer: 2, 4. Thank you and good-night. Redemption for that over, 11 

from four balls for Cammy and Craig unbeaten on 43 having batted through to see his side 
home. Bonkers scenes then follow..... 

 
A late one! [posted 25/05/13] 

It was after half ten by the time the 15Bs returned from Stirling. Fortunately their late arrival 
came with tales of a good win over their Forth Valley counterparts. A 35-run win. Batting 

first, 34 from Akhil and an unbeaten 31 from Uzzair had been the two significant individual 

innings in a total of 118 being posted. Seven wickets did fall along the way however, 
including Aliyan's first baller! [Ed: we're saying nothing!] Roberto was the other 'Locster 
batter into double figures as he and Ayub (8) scored a few runs late on. In fact Robert was 
unlucky to be dismissed, only going courtesy of decent grab by a home side fielder.  

 

The Stirling County reply centered on the knock of opener Davidson who carried his bat for 
an unbeaten 45, batting with all but one of his teammates as his side accummulated the 83 

for 7 that they'd end up on. Aside Davidson's innings, the next best a Stirling County batter 
could muster was Withers's 8, with the rest of the 'card resembling binary code. Aliyan made 

amends for his batting shambles by taking 2 for 9 in his three overs, Robert and Finn being 

the other two bowlers to grab a wicket, the other three dismissals being run outs. Owais was 
involved in two of the run outs, as 'keeper, and added a stumping to complete a decent 

performance behind the sticks. 83 for 7 left the New Williamfield youngsters 35 shy of the 
11s' total and the win was secured and brought back to Glasgow.  

 
Under 11s record back-to-back wins! [posted 24/05/13] 

The club's youngest hardball side, the 11s, won again this evening. After last week's win over 

West of Scotland, tonight it was Weirs - southside rivals to boot! - who were seen off. 
Tonight's win owed much to good bowling again, the 11s taking ten wickets, including four 

for Sohaib, as Weirs' batters accummulated or were otherwise gifted 77 runs in total. Under 
the pairs scoring system this left them, in effect, net 27. Sohaib's "4-for" included a smart 

caught and bowled, and he completed a great personal first innings by executing two run 

outs! But it wasn't a one-player show, and all the 11s' bowlers bowled tightly, just 7 runs 
being leaked in wides, a stat' that would prove important come the end of the game.  

 
In reply - and again as last week - the batters followed the example of the bowlers and did 

the needful. And in pairs cricket this centres on not losing too many wickets, whilst still 
looking to score where the opportunities present themselves. After fifteen overs the guys 

were really well positioned. Already ahead in net runs terms, only two wickets had fallen and 

the game looked "in the bag" as James and Sohaib strode out as the final pairing. But, not so 
fast! Over sixteen saw 1 run scored, but one wicket fall. Then only 1 run came from over 

seventeen, before eighteen saw another 5 runs lost with the second dismissal in three overs. 



Over nineteen was worse still as James and Sohaib continued their chaotic antics: two 

wickets lost and suddenly the Weirs youngsters are thinking they're "in the game". And they 
were! It really was in the balance as over twenty started. But luckily the 'Locster pairing held 

on, 2 runs were scored off the bat and another gifted in wides, and the side sneaked home 
by just 7 runs. Phew! And talk of wides brings this reporter back to the few that were bowled 

by the 11s when they bowled. Just 7. Compare this to the 26 (!) bowled by Weirs!!  

 
Frank Smith Finals Day berth booked [posted 20/05/13] 

The 2012 Frank Smith Trophy was carried over - unifinished - from 2012. Awaiting the winner 
of tonight's quarter-final between the 19s and Prestwick were Drumpellier in a semi-final. The 

other semi- features Clydesdale and Ferguslie. And the match down at the Henry Thow Oval 
turned out to be a thriller. Mikey was skippering the side with Pasty elsewhere. Prestwick, 

too, had their South African "Overseas Amateur" playing: J-P Erasmus. [Ed: and, yes, as the 

name suggests, he's big and he's a daftie! ]. Mikey won the toss and decided to bat first. 
The track was soft and green after the weekend's monsoon rains and it certainly wasn't going 

to be a batter's dream. With the outfield hairy, to boot, it was probably advantage bowlers 
before a ball was bowled. Mike opened with Stiffy and the two got off to a decent start - 

despite the inane, and at times incomprehensible witterings, of our newest Proteas friend 

suggesting contrary. The openers put on 81 for the first wicket, Mikey getting cleaned up by 
Pettigrew for 54 (from 48 balls), a knock that included five hefty maximums. This was a good 

base - the first wicket not falling until the thirteenth over, the Prestwick opening bowlers - 
Rao and Erasmus - having been seen off. But, unfortunately, Elliott then followed Mikey back 

to the clubhouse only three overs later, having got frustrated with only 11 runs being added 
in the seventeen balls since the first wicket had fallen. A dance down the track and a big 

swing-and-a-miss to a Haggo delivery saw him depart, smartly stumped by Miller, for 33 

(from 37 balls). From this point - in the sixteenth over - it was a case of new batters getting 
to the middle and trying to keep the scoreboard ticking over. But this only happened after a 

further two wickets - Owais's and Rosco's - had fallen with the score still on 92. 92 for 4 was, 
however, pushed up to 110 for 4 by Stouty and Beast, who ended up the not out batters. 

Nelson would win it for the home side therefore. And they might've been chasing a fair few 

less had some vital catches not been either grassed, or otherwise not executed. The former 
included McCreath and Rao crashing in to each other as both attempted to take a fairly 

regulation catch on the edge of the rind, the latter included McCreath safely pouching a 
steepler from Mikey to long-on, only to look down and find himself over the boubndary!  

 

The Prestwick reply got off to a good,.....and bad start. Good in that overseas player Erasmus 
bunted 10 from it, bad in that it also saw home skipper Rao pull a Disk half-tracker straight to 

Mikey at mid-wicket. Over one was also Cammy's last, costing 10 as it did. Though, 
importantly, it also saw the end of Rao. Erasmus then found himself batting with Miller, and 

Big Ginge proceeded to demonstrate his bunting power, despatching anything short [Ed: of 
which he had a plethora of options to select from] into various bushes, hedges, gorse and 

nearby gardens. Slap, bang, wallop! Luckily however he only had one shot - the big heave. 

And so after being tied down for all of three deliveries he tried to tug a Mikey ball into East 
Renfrewshire only to mis-time it into his pads, from where the wee red sphere [Ed: by now a 

replacement after ball #1 had been lost!] rebounded onto his stumps. "Thank you, and good-
night." Even the ball looked relieved that the Big Ginge was leaving and it wasn't going to be 

smacked around any further! Erasmus's departure brought Patterson to the middle, and he - 

though in a different manner completely, one some might even suggest, a regulation 
manner! - carried on the run-chase. With six overs still to come, the home side were 71 for 4. 

40 needed from 48 balls. Advantage Prestwick maybe? But then a maiden! 71 for 4 after 
fifteen, and the pendulum at least thinking about swinging in another direction. 15 runs 

added in overs sixteen and seventeen suggested it wasn't all over for Prestwick however, and 
still with six wickets in hand. 25 needed from eighteen deliveries. Still doable, and Patterson 

with his eye in. Scott was dismissed in over nineteen as Mikey finished his five-over 

allocation. This left Beast to bowl the final over, and Prestwick needing 16 for victory. Ball 
one was a dot. Well bowled. Ball two then disappeared into Prestwick Tennis Club! Ah, not so 

fast. 10 needed from four. Dot! Wicket!! Patterson, who was in some discomfort at this point 



after apparently injury his shoulder in playing a shot in over nineteen, walked past Lewis's 

fourth ball and Stouty executed the stumping. Now it was 10 needed from just two balls, and 
a new batter facing. Wide! 9 from two. Single. Phew..... Dot, and it was 103 for 6 and "Time" 

has been called. The 19s win by just 7 runs. But a win's a win. Plenty of positives, though 
some negatives. Lessons to learn in all areas of the game too, for batters, bowlers and 

fielders.  

 
Next up it's Drumpellier in Sunday's Finals Day.  

 
Under 13s secure third place [posted 20/05/13] 

Robbed of a chance to play off for the cup, the Under 13s had to be content with a 3rd/4th 
place match against Ayr in the inaugural Under 13 League Cup competition.  The match was 

at home by virtue of the 13s having finished ahead of their Ayr counterparts on NRR.  Kess 

was skipper for the night and won the toss, electing bat.  With CJ back from his jaunt to 
France he opened with Uzaair.  But CJ's holiday had obviously taken its toll and he departed 

cheaply with the score on 11, bowled by Baines for just 4.  Aliyan's early season form with 
the bat then failed to show itself as he came and went when only 5 more runs had been 

added to the total,.....none of them his!  Worse followed as Rorie, in at four, failed to trouble 

the scorers to any meaningful extent, bowled by one of the Stribling brothers.  32 for 3.  
Uzzair hung around however, and ,along with his captain, added 30 for the fourth wicket.  62 

was on the 'board when Uzzair became Stribling's second victim of the game, Uzzair getting 
cleaned up having reached 20.  Kess then batted with the rest of the middle order in an 

attempt to push the total up towards - firstly - respectability, and - then - defendability.  
Lewis (0) and Abtaha (1) didn't help the cause much, but a quick 6 not out from Abdullah 

did.  He'd end up 6 not out, and Kess 15 not out.  But, still, there had only been 77 runs 

accummulated, and this wasn't really securely headed for the drawer marked "Totals 
successfully defended".  78 to win for the visitors from Alloway. 

  
Luckily for the 13s however, early breakthroughs were made when the Ayr batters took their 

turns in the middle.  12 for 2 inside two overs was the ideal start, wickets-wise, the both 

openers back in the pavilion.  Baines had been trapped LBW by Ahmed-Raza, Simpson was 
sent packing by Aliyan's run out.  Good start.  A small partnership then ensued between Boyd 

- who'd end up the not out batter at the end, scoring 22 - and Walker.  These two put on 17 
for the third wicket.  However both the third and fourth wickets fell with the score on 29.  

Then the fifth only 2 runs later.  The fifth on 32.  In effect Ayr had lost three wickets for just 

3 runs.  Boyd then batted with Neil through to the end of the innings, 22 being added to the 
total as the 13s rotated their bowlers, all ten non-wicket keeping fielders rolling their arms 

over.  Abtaha again showed the worth of her leg-spin returning figures of 2-0-3-2, whilst 
Aliyan - in addition to running out Simpson - further redeemed his careless batting 

performance by bowling very economically (3-0-5-0).  So a win by 12 runs.  Quite close, 
sure.  But, helpfully, the match also allowed everyone to get a bat and/or a bowl, and - 

perhaps - the margin of ultimate victory might've been bigger if the side's main bowlers had 

each bowled their maximum four-over allotments. 
  

Under 11s win.....first up! [posted 17/05/13] 
After two wash-outs, the Under 11s finally got into action for season 2013.  And with the bulk 

of last season's very - very - young side playing [Ed: and likely for a few more years yet!] 

there was a bit more experience on show.  And with this - after a winless 2012 - came,.....a 
win!  Great stuff.  And it was a pretty impressive win.  In the field first the 11s bowled really 

well.  Seven West of Scotland wickets were taken - including a smart caught and bowled by 
Samee - and only 9 in wides were gifted.  West of Scotland, batting first, struggled to get the 

tight bowling awat, and mustered just net 7 (under the pairs scoring system) in their twenty 
overs.  It was, in many ways, a bit like watching our guys, last season, in fact!  They'll get 

better, and with experience will likely run more singles and execute more shots well, more 

often.  
  



In reply the eventual victory was secured courtesy of two things really: 1. West's generosity 

as regards extras; and 2. the 11s' abilities to keep their wickets intact.  Only Dylan - on debut 
- was dismissed, the other seven 11s batters playing admirably straight in most instances.  

None of the 11s batters got in to double figures, though boundaries were struck by Abdul (2), 
James and Samee.  With wickets not falling, and extras piling up, the win was well-nigh 

secured before the final pair of batters got to the middle and so the team were able to watch 

the game to its conclusion without too much nail-biting.  
  

Nice to get playing in the warmth, and nice to win!  
  

Under 15s win down the Clyde [posted 17/05/13]  
Batting first at Glenpark against nine-man Greenock, the Under 15s posted a pretty healthy 

118 for 3.  Aside the 20 in extras gifted by their hosts, the main contributors to the near run-

a-ball first innings total were Uzzair Shah's unbeaten 33, and a couple of 25s from Lewis 
James and Kess Sajjad.  118 for 3 was all the more pleasing given the 15s were 24 for 2 

early on, with both Akhil (5) and Owais (10) back in the changing room after their 
dismissals.  For Greenock, the bowling of Stuart stood out.  As his teammates were taking a 

bit of tap, his figures of 4-1-4-2 shone.  None of the other bowlers who rolled their arms over 

went at less than 6-an-over, a fact that simply re-emphsises Stuart's performance.   And it 
was Stuart that had grabbed the wickets of both 'Locster openers, cleaning up Owais, and 

getting Akhil to hit one to a fielder. 
  

In the second innings, it was again one of Greenock's youngsters who stood out.  Harry 
Briggs's unbeaten 48 - out of an eventual total of 63 for 7 - was the dominant knock of the 

game, and he carried his bat into the bargain.  Including five 4s and a 6, Briggs can consider 

himself unlucky not to have made a half-century.  Of the seven wickets to fall there were two 
for Aliyan, the rest being shared amongst the other eight bowlers used.  Two run outs - one 

each for Akhil and Aliyan - were also nicely executed, as the home side batters' failed to 
threaten to chase down the 119 needed to win.  In the end a win by 55 runs.  

  

Under 13Bs lose at Ayr [posted 15/05/13] 
After a bundle of cancellations over the last week it was good to get playing some cricket 

again tonight.  The match was the Under 13B League clash with Ayr, down in Alloway.  
Batting first the 13Bs posted a pretty competitive 96 for 2, which is net 86 under the pairs 

cricket scoring system.  Top-scorer was Rorie, whose unbeaten 12 came from just fifteen 

balls faced, and included one glorious back-foot drive through cover.  Nice to see.  And in fact 
there was plenty to be happy about with the batting, in the sense that the batters pretty 

much to a man [Ed: or boy!] played straight.  If there was a criticism to be levelled it might 
be that - as is often the case - there were a few singles "left out there", with some mediocre 

calling as well as indecision by the batting pairs.  A couple of things to work on.  The two 
dismissals were both courtesy of smart catches by Ayr's Matthew Baines; the first got rid of 

Uzzair, the second - a good caught and bowled - saw to Ahmed-Raza.  Ahmed-Raza was 

particularly unlucky as Baines held on to a hard-hit straight drive off the wee fella's blade.  
The home side bowling was average this scribe would suggest, 48 in extras telling the story.  

Matthew Davidson came tearing in, but luckily the home side 'keeper, John Neil, was the 
proverbial "big unit" and managed to get his body in the way of the missiles that Davidson 

was hurling down apparently random channels.  The "big boy done good".  87 - net - to win 

then. 
  

The Ayr reply started off with a bang as the previously mentioned Davidson batted as he 
bowled - lots of energy with the ball going all over the place,.....very quickly.  Luckily for the 
'Locsters one of the places it went was bang into his stumps.  He also mis-timed one up in 
the air that Abdullah, who was 'keeping, just failed to hang on to running towards backward 

square-leg.  It was entertaining if nothing else, Davidson finishing on net 36.  The other big 

contribution - also a net one, and played along similar lines, i.e. bunting it - was from Lynch.  
He smashed a net 30.  And both bunters managed maximums in amongst a plethora of 

routine boundary 4s.  Amidst this carnage, the rest of the Ayr batting line-up looked pretty 



pedestrian - a bit harsh as a comment mind you given they were the ones playing the proper 

cricket shots!  For the 13Bs, Sohaib Shah - still Under 11 - returned the best figures, 
demonatrating what "full & straight" brings with it: 3-1-4-3 were standout numbers amongst 

the other figures recorded.  
  

The only other comment to make about the second half is that the 'Locster fielders have to 

work on both their bravery and technique as too many shots went past them too easily.  [Ed: 
of course if the bowlers had all bowled Sohaib's length then maybe there would've been 

fewer balls drilled at them!]  So lessons to learn.  Still, though, a competitive game and good 
to get out playing again.  Ayr winning's margin?  36 runs in the final analysis. 

  
15s kick off with convincing win [posted 10/05/13] 

A commanding 69 from Owais Shah was the innings around which the Under 15s successfully 

chased down 124 to beat the Ferguslie|Kelburne combined side tonight in the Under 15 
league opener.  Coming from just 48 deliveries, Owais's knock included thirteen 4s, and as 

good as his 143.8 strike-rate was, his scoring shot percentage of 62% was equally as 
impressive.  With him at the finishing line, as the 15s secured a nine-wicket win, was Lewis 

whose cameo 28 from 32 balls included four 4s and a 6.  The wicket to fall was Akhil (6), 

who was bowled by Khan.  
  

The target of 123 had been set by the visitors courtesy, in the main, of another big score in 
the first innings.  Taimoor Ahmed was the batter, his unbeaten 62 from 49 balls being as 

dominant in his side's innings as Owais's was in the 'Locsters'.  The other score of note was 
skipper Lucas Farndale's 25, his dismissal coming with the score on 56 after he and Ahmed 

had made a half-century opening stand.  Lewis took the wicket, Farndale departing caught 

and bowled.  Ahmed then chaperoned the rest of order to add 67 in the remaining overs.  He 
ran well between the wickets, farming the strike intelligently.  For the 15s, the bowling - 

though with a wet ball - was below par, too many variable lines and lengths being bowled, 
and some fielding that - frankly - lacked both enthusiasm as well as technique.  Much to work 

on then despite the win being secured.  The best bowling on show came from Uzzair Shah 

whose five overs of seam saw him return figures of 5-0-21-2.  Decent line and length, but - 
crucially - good seam position and just a hint of seam.  

  
Next up is Greenock away. 

  

Under 13s continue their winning habit [posted 06/05/13] 
After a convincing win in round one of the group stage matches of the new Under League 

Cup last Monday, the 13s won at a canter down on the Ayrshire coast, scoring 108 for 2 
before bowling out hosts Prestwick for just 29!  Wow!  First up, the 13s opened with Uzzair 

and CJ.  But only 3 were on the 'board when the former tamely chipped a return catch to 
Turner to be first out.  He'd scored 2. CJ was then joined by Rorie who, like seven days 

previously, had come in in similar circumstances, namely with a rebuilding job to be done.  

And, again as a week ago, he again did what was needed.  Rorie and CJ put on 49 for the 
second wicket, Rorie's.  Inexplicably after batting very nicely Rorie walked across his stumps 

to a straight ball and was trapped LBW not offering a shot!    His departure, and Calum's 
retirement [having reached 30] saw Aliyan and Kess brought together.  Aliyan had provided 

good momentum to the side's innings against Weirs|Hillhead and he did exactly the same 

again this evening.  His first two scoring shots were both pulls through midwicket: a 4 and a 
6.  And he would go on, as CJ had done, to pass 30 inducing his retiral.  32 not out.  Kess 

and Abtaha then scuttled a few runs, and Kess bunted and 2 and a 4 from the last two 
deliveries of the innings to see the side set their hosts 109 to win.  108 for 2 was the final 

score.  
  

Defending 108 required good tight bowling from the start, and so when Kess cleaned up 

Cleland with the first ball of the Prestwick innings the 13s might've felt it was going to be 
their night.  And when Prestwick were 7 for 3 after Aliyan had bowled his first over - another 

two batters clean-bowled - things really did look good.  And wickets just kept on falling.  The 



third over - Kess's second - brought two more wickets, and Prestwick were now five down.  

10 for 5.  Over four ended and it was 15 for 6.  Bizarre.  But equally: well bowled!  And so it 
continued.  The bowlers changed but the pattern continued.  Uzzair came in to the attack and 

two wickets fell in his first over.  Then Sohaib rolled his arm over and he, too, would grab a 
couple of wickets.  All out 29.  Would never have been anticipated, but just goes to show 

what full and straight seam bowling can do.  And the second innings was all over inside eight 

overs when Sohaib bowled last batter Mahoney - first ball - leaving him on a hat-trick when 
he nexts stands at the end of his run up.  

  
The straight bowling saw seven Prestwick batters bowled, but the 13s' catching is also worth 

a mention.  CJ took a great diving catch, and Rorie's grab at square leg to get rid of Turner 
was genuinely good too, Turner having pulled one of the few poor deliveries bowled in the 

innings hard at him.  29 all out saw the 13s win by 79 runs. 

  
The final group match in the round-robin stages of the League Cup is next Monday, against 

Ayr. 
  

Under 13Bs win in Kilmarnock [posted 01/05/13] 

It was played one, won one after tonight's opening WDJCU Under 13B League match down in 
Kilmarnock.  On a bright but still very chilly night, the Locster 13s ran out winners by a 

thumping 146 runs against a young and inexperienced side.  Of the eleven Under 13s that'd 
played in the League Cup on Monday, six made the trip to Scott Ellis Playing Field.  

Skippering the side was Rorie McWilliam who guessed correctly [Ed: this after refusing the 
offer to toss the coin himself and let the home side's captain guess!    ] and he elected to 

bowl first.  All seven non-wicket-keeping fielders then bowled at least two overs in a 

Kilmarnock innings that was kept under control by bowling of decent line and length.  Only 
nine wides were conceded reflecting the bowlers' accuracy, and runs were at a premium.  So 

much so that none of the home side's batters reach double figures and only three 4s were 
scored.  Five wickets also fell along the way, CJ executing a sharp stumping down the leg 

side off Ahmed-Raza Hanif''s bowling, and taking two smart diving catches.  A good first half 

for Calum.  Also in the wickets, along with Ahmed-Raza, were Sohaib Shah (1), Palsingh 
Sarao (1) and Amaan Ali (2).  37 for 5 was the innings final score, net 12 under he "pairs 

cricket" scoring system. 
  

So the Poloc innings.  And if CJ's first half had been good, his second half was buntalicious!  
Calum struck a sixteen-ball unbeaten 54 batting in the last pairing with Abdul Rahman Malik 
to not only record his first 'Loc 50, but also beat Beast to the Junior Honours Board!  Get in 
there!    The other highlights of the second innings included skipper Rorie's beautifully 
struck straight 4 through mid-off from a free-hit, and the home side's wayward bowling that 

saw 44 in wides conceded, as well as 10 no balls.  Runs just kept on coming, and the final 
innings score of 163 for 1 - Abdul Rahman was the odd-batter-out, dismissed courtesy of a 

stumping by Kieron Robertson off David Owen's bowling - didn't flatter the youngsters.  A win 

by a whopping 146 runs. 
  

Under 13s get off to a winning start [posted 29/04/13] 
The first game of a new junior cricket season got off to a good start tonight with the Under 

13s winning their first round-robin group stage match against Weirs in the new 

WDJCU League Cup.  After Weirs' skipper Jack Greenwood called wrongly it was the 13s' 
skipper Abtaha who decided her side would bat first.  Openers CJ and Abdul were the starting 

combo from last season and had got their side off to good starts on more than a few 
occasions in 2012.  But a new season brought changed fortunes for the duo as both found 

themselves back in the hutch with only 5 on the scoreboard.  5 for 2.  And so with both 
openers out it was batters three (Uzzair) and four (Rorie) that were in.  These two safely 

negotiated the remaining overs of the visitors' new-ball bowlers and took the score past 30 

without further mishap.  But then with the score on 33 - and after a couple of drops by the 
Weirs' fielders - Rorie's luck ran out as Greenwood took a sharp caught and bowled chance to 

send him on his way.  Uzzair was then joined by Aliyan, and it was Master Qureshi's arrival 



that changed the tone of the innings.  Striking the ball cleanly and hard from the get-go, 

Aliyan raced to 26 from only 17 deliveries, hitting five 4s along the way, swinging the 
momentum pendulum firmly in the 13s' favour.  And it was only a good catch by Adam Khan 

[Ed: there were four Khans playing for the oppo'!] that prevented Aliyan reaching 30 and 
having to retire.  His departure - with Uzzair still there and playing the anchor role - allowed 

Kess a cameo appearance, and the youngest Sajjad didn't disappoint the watching Sajjads as 

he hit a quick 10 from six balls to push the total to exactly 100 when time was called.  Uzzair 
was also not out, his patient 24 coming from 49 deliveries.  Well batted.  

  
The reply from the visitors got off to a bright start with Jack Greenwood striking a couple of 

4s as he and opening partner Jai Tyagi looked to score at a decent lick from ball one.  But 
when the former was dismissed courtesy of a smart low catch by CJ off Aliyan's bowling, the 

fast start was derailed somewhat.  Tyagi's new partner - Pervez - struggled where 

Greenwood had looked composed and at ease, and he struggled to 3 from thirteen deliveries 
before being the first of two clean-bowled dismissals by Abataha.  And it was the 13s' 

spinners who really secured the win for the Locsters, Ahmed-Raza's, Abtaha's, Joe's and 
Lewis's combined figures being 8-2-17-2.  And as the runs were choked off the run-rate 

required obviously rose.  This put pressure on the visiting batters and as a consequence 

wickets fell.  In addition to Abtaha's brace, there was one each for Aliyan, Kess and Sohaib, 
and a well executed run out by Aliyan after a good pick up and return throw to the bowler's 

end by Rorie.  When the final ball of the second innings had been bowled the 'board showed 
51 for 6, and a home win by 49 runs.  A good start.  

  
Next up in the group stages is next Monday's trip to Prestwick, the seaside club losing their 

opening match this evening to local rivals Ayr.  


